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ABSTRACT
Engineering information management and the corresponding information systems
are of a strategic importance for industrial enterprises. This thesis treats the inter-
disciplinary field of designing computing systems for structural design and analysis
using knowledge-based techniques. A prototype system, GENGINEER, of an
intelligent front end (IFE) for damage tolerance design of aircraft structures has
been developed. The system works as an EFE to a fracture mechanics program
package, CAFE. A product model of a damage tolerance analysis, consisting of
about 70 frame objects, is automatically created by an interactive menu-driven
process. The interaction with the CAFE program is controlled using a declarative
representation of both structure and process. A hypothetical airliner is used as a test
model and demonstration example.

Specific conceptual models have been designed for representing the structure and
the piocess of objects and activities in a structural design and analysis domain. In
this thesis, it is shown how domain knowledge can be structured along several
classification principles in order to reduce complexity and increase flexibility. These
principles include a separation of generic knowledge from program-specific
knowledge, which makes the IFE reusable for several application programs. It is
further shown how to explicitly control existence, permissibility and completeness
of the structure and the process by a general approach using status attributes and
rulf. r-ets. A generalisation of the conceptualisation in the prototype system to
in ! ai other parts of structural design and analysis is straight forward.

r< reasing the conceptual level of the problem description and representation of
. domain knowledge in a declarative form, it is possible to enhance the

L -v opment, maintenance and use of software for mechanical engineering. This will
t si t in a corresponding increase of the efficiency of the mechanical engineering

:J5 gn process. These ideas together with the rule-based control point out the
/•erage of declarative knowledge representation within this domain. Used

<p propriately, a declarative knowledge representation preserves information better, is
more problem-oriented and change-tolerant than procedural representations.

In general the systematisation of knowledge in structural design and analysis is an
important research area, and the application of knowledge-based and related
techniques for other subfields of structural design and analysis seem to have great
potential. The implementation of the prototype system was made within the KEE
knowledge engineering environment It consists of nearly 1000 frame-based objects,
about 400 of which are rules.
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1 Int roduct ion
This thesis treats the use of knowledge-based techniques in the design of software

systems for structural design and analysis. It has been a hypothesis that knowledge-

based techniques can be used to renew and enhance the use, development and

maintenance of software systems within this area. Ideas and results in this field are

discussed around a specific application of damage tolerance design of aircraft

structures. A prototype system of an intelligent front end for damage tolerance

design is implemented that shows examples of ideas presented.

How is the management of engineering information carried out in industrial

organisations? This question of engineering information management and the

corresponding information systems is more and more becoming a strategic issue for

industrial enterprises. Requirements from the market to produce better and cheaper

products result in an increasing knowledge content in the product and the

production process. Present and future production systems must therefore include

an efficient system for management of product information. This system should

provide an "information network" that supports users and subprocesses in the

complete production process during the life cycle of the product

Engineering information management incorporates domain modelling, management

and processing of these domain models as well as the computing system to support

these activities. This thesis treats the inter-disciplinary field of designing computing

systems for structural design and analysis using knowledge-based techniques. The

field of structural design and analysis is becoming more important in the product

process depending on the increasing needs and possibilities for simulating the

functionality of the product. Traditionally the development of software systems for

structural design and analysis has originated from the mechanical engineering area

and been focused on development of numerical algorithms. The influence from the

computer science field has mainly concerned the processing efficiency, i.e. faster

computers, compilers, etc. Development of personal workstations with graphical

capabilities has also extended the possibilities for visualisation in modelling and

evaluating numerical calculations. Less attention has though been paid to the issue

on how to use different software engineering techniques to make development,

maintenance, and usage of structural design and analysis systems more efficient
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The growing size and complexity of engineering problems, software, and

infonnation bases have put new requirements on how to address the problem of

engineering information management and processing. Together with the evolution

and maturing of new software development techniques, including knowledge-based

techniques, object-oriented programming and object-oriented databases, this has

meant new possibilities and requirements on the structure of engineering

information and reducing complexity of the corresponding application systems.

By increasing the conceptual level of the problem description and representation of

the domain knowledge in a declarative form, it is possible to enhance the

development, maintenance and use of software for mechanical engineering. This will

result in a corresponding increase of the efficiency in the mechanical engineering

design process.

The next section introduces the research problem, motive and other relevant work in

the field along with the approach chosen for this work. The application area,

structural design and analysis, is presented in Section 2. This is followed by a

presentation of how knowledge-based techniques can be utilised in designing

applications and systematisation of structural design and analysis. The prototype

system implemented for modelling and control of crack growth analysis is

presented in Section 5. This presentation outlines the conceptualisation as well as

the physical structure of domain knowledge using examples from a hypothetical

aircraft Further, the architecture of the prototype system is presented along with

knowledge representation, including concept and rule taxonomies and structures.

The last part of this section contains an example of an analysis carried out in the

prototype system together with some comparisons with the corresponding process

in the original program. Section 6 discusses the results and conclusions of this

work followed by a suggestion for future work. Thereafter follow the

acknowledgement and reference sections followed by two appendices including:

views of knowledge bases in the prototype system and a brief definition on common

terminology.
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2 Research Scope

2.1 Defining the Research Problem
The general aim of this research has been to investigate the possibilities of applying

knowledge-based techniques within the field of structural design and analysis.

Further, the intention was to increase the efficiency and flexibility of software

systems for structural design and analysis, by systematisation of domain knowledge

and application of knowledge-based techniques for the realisation. In addition, this

could increase the lifetime and the problem-solving capabilities of the software

system.

More specifically, the idea was to build a prototype system of a generic shell or an

intelligent front end for structural design and analysis. The generic shell should

support the modelling, analysis and evaluation process of structural design and

analysis. It should use existing analysis programs for calculations and have an

architecture that facilitates exchange of data with other systems in the field. A

further restriction of the application was made to the area of damage tolerance

design of aircraft structures along with some typical design cases.

It was expected that the prototype system should point out possibilities and

guidelines on how an integrated program environment for structural design and

analysis could be realised using knowledge-based techniques. These possibilities

and guidelines were also expected to cover specific areas including:

• identification and structuring of data and knowledge within the application area,

• identification of problem areas in knowledge representation for structural design

and analysis,

• suitable system architecture for computer aided engineering systems, and

• suitable methods, techniques and tools for this type of system development.

The application area is further described in Section 3; issues related to the

knowledge-based field are mainly treated in Section 4, and their synthesis in the

prototype system in Section 5. Results are discussed in Section 6.



2.2 Related Work
Since this work covers a very broad area of engineering, many of the subfields

within mechanical engineering and computer science contain work that is related in

some sense. For instance, there are many applications of knowledge-based

techniques within the design area, Carter [1], and intelligent front ends have been

developed for building design, Clarke and MacRandal [2] and Björk [3],

computational fluid dynamics, Jambunathan et al [4], etc. From the computer

science point of view, there are also several important areas including artificial

intelligence (AT), knowledge-based systems (KBS), object-oriented methods, data

bases - specifically object-oriented data bases (OODB), user interfaces, etc.

However, if a concentration is made to work carried out within the combined field of

structural design and analysis and knowledge-based techniques, one of the earliest

systems was SACON by Bennet and Engelmore [5]. SACON was an autonomous

consultation system for guiding the modelling of input data to the finite-element

package MARC. A review of early work within the area of knowledge-based

techniques applied to finite element analysis and design optimisation is found in

Mackerle and Orsbom [6]. More recent works, mainly concerned with object-

oriented programming for engineering software are presented in Förde et al [7],

Fenves [8], Förde et al [9], and Filho and Devloo [10]. Examples of the use of

knowledge-based techniques for enhancing the problem-solving capabilities of finite

element analysis include Forde and Stiemer [11], Ramirez and Belytschko [12], and

Shephardetal[13].

Other works, within the field of structural design and analysis and knowledge-based

techniques, have been carried out in parallel with the present work at the Division of

Solid Mechanics, Linköping University. These include Papalambros and Bråraå

[14], Hua [15], and Gunnarsson [16].

The application of knowledge-based techniques in aircraft design is exemplified by

Chalfan [17], and Alsina et al [18]. A more general presentation of possible

applications of knowledge-based techniques within the field of scientific computing

is provided in Abelson et al [19]. Mitchell et al [20] discusses the potential of

integrating software systems in the mechanical design area and Schrem [21]

discusses the problems with maintenance of conventional computer codes for finite

element analysis.

Important for this type of work is also the development of different standards for

representing product models, of which the most important seems to be the



International Standard ISO10303 - Product Data Representation and Exchange,

ISO [22] and Björk [23], usually referred to as the STEP standard.

2.3 Research Motive
It is possible to identify several motivations for research in the current area. A major

motive has been the potential for renewing the development, maintenance and use of

programs for structural design and analysis and to increase the efficacy in these

processes. Another motive has been the potential to extend the problem-solving

abilities of numerical calculation programs by supplying symbolic reasoning. Also

the investigation and studying of the combination of these two fields might in itself

generate new insight both regarding problem solving in the application area and

regarding the use of knowledge-based techniques.

2.4 Research Method

Besides necessary initial studies of the knowledge-based area the research method

has mainly involved an incremental and iterative development of the prototype

system. This includes the process of knowledge analysis, system design, and

implementation. Along with this work, there was a need to investigate methods for

knowledge analysis and design.

It has also been possible to compare the prototype system with the conventional

system for damage tolerance design at Saab-Scania AB, Saab Military Aircraft1,

where also the complete software system for structural design and analysis was

studied.

Some of the experiences made in this work has been gained by the actual use of the

analysis, design and implementation techniques that are discussed in the following

sections.

1 Saab-Scania AB, Saab Military Aircraft is in the following abbreviated "Saab".



3
3 Structural Design and

Analysis

3.1 A General View
The concepts of structural design and structural analysis in this context refer to the

part of the product development process that concerns the geometrical and

mechanical design of a product In addition to the relation to product development,

structural design and analysis also has a coupling to other activities in a producing

enterprise such as manufacturing, maintenance, etc. For example, it may be

necessary to simulate a moulding process of a sheet metal part to study the

deformation and, thereby, improve the design of the pressing tool. In this work the

structural design and analysis process is primarily studied as part of a product

development process. An enterprise activity can be described as a related set of

activities and subactivides. It is then possible to classify structural design as a part

of the product development process as in Figure 3.1. The subactivities design speci-

Figure 3.1. A subset of an activity structure in an organisation with focus
on the product development process.



fication, structural design, design validation and any other possible subactivity thus

form the product development activity. This activity model provides a structure for

representation and exchange ofinformation in the system and does not restrict any

exchange of information between different activities. These kinds of process

schemes are often presented in a sequential layout which does usually not reflect the

real process and its information flow. In reality, the actual product development

process is not sequential but of an iterative nature where exchange of information

takes place between different subsystems on the same and different levels.

The process of structural design comprises the formulation, solving and evaluation

of a dimensioning problem that can, for example, be divided into a modelling, a

simulation and an evaluation activity as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The objective of

this process is to meet the requirements that are stated for the mechanical properties

of the details or the complete product design. These requirements should reflect the

actual utilisation of the product and are formulated in a set of design criteria,

including:

° strength,

• stiffness,

• stability,

• fracture, and

• resonance.

Also form, weight, cost, and producibiuty are properties that could be relevant to

include in the applicable set of design criteria. Which criteria that are applicable and

their form vary with the kind of product and its utilisation. The formulation and

usage of the criteria for a specific design detail depend on theoretical and empirical

knowledge about the physical and mechanical systems, and the models and methods

related with them, and on experience in how to apply this knowledge. This kind of

knowledge is also formed in standards that control its application. Standard

specifications can be either specific for a special product or company, or general,

such as national and international standards. This means that the requirements of,

and the needs for, structural design and analysis are strongly varying with the type

of product and application.

An integration of design knowledge with the analysis part of a software system is

preferably implemented by non-procedural techniques that make the system more

flexible and transparent Further, an integration requires that the system architecture

is thoroughly thought-out and that great effort is spent on systematisation of

knowledge and methodology for structural design and analysis.



To make it possible to evaluate a design criterion, an analysis of the structural

design problem is carried out where values of quantities that are interesting in the

context are determined. In the analysis, the physical problem is formulated and

simulated by means of a mathematical model. Results from the analysis should then

be interpreted and evaluated against the design criteria. The complete structural

design and analysis process may consist of several phases where several different

analysis models and methods are involved, and where results from subanalyses

should be synthesised. In general, it is necessary to iterate at different phases and

levels in the design or analysis process before a satisfactory result is accomplished.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.2 where the upper ellipse represents an iterative

structural design process consisting of several subphases that might need to be

iterated. The design process combines analysis results from different type of

analyses and from one or several analyses, in its different phases, in order to

evaluate the global design criteria. Single analysis phases are also usually iterated

before the results -re useful in the design evaluation.

Figure 3.2. Outline of the structural design and analysis process, where
the iterative nature on different levels, for both the design and
the analysis activities, is illustrated.

Different types of software are used for calculating values of unknown quantities

included in ihe mathematical models. The mathematical model and the associated

solution algorithms are represented inside the software. There are, for instance,

finite-element programs which are more or less general-purpose programs for

numerical solution of differential equations. These can, for instance, be used for

determining internal loads and displacements. It may also be relevant, as specifically



studied in this report, to design the structure against fracture and damage using

software for fracture mechanics calculations.

3.2 The Conventional Software System
When developing and designing products today, the engineer usually uses some

kind of computing support This support may include activities such as calculation,

drafting, data storage and retrieval, documentation, etc. A combination of hardware

and software forms the computing system that the engineer uses. The present study

focuses primarily on the part of the software system that supports calculations and

dimensioning, i.e. the programs which are used within the structural design activity

in Figure 3.1. As discussed earlier, the characteristics of such a subsystem are

heavily depending on the application it is used for. A company that produces a

relatively simple product might use a few programs to carry out some simple

analyses. On the other hand, a complex product where the strength is of great

importance may require that several analysis programs are involved. Thus, there is a

great need to exchange information between programs in the subsystem or even

with other subsystems. The complexity of this system depends on the single

program (its size and complexity), on the total software system (number of

programs and their demand on communication), and on the body of information that

is to be handled. There is also a problem-related complexity, i.e. if the problem

model or the solution method is complex.

The conventional software system covers mainly the analysis phase, i.e. it supports

modelling, simulation, and evaluation of numerical calculations. There is less

support for the synthesis of these results in the structural design process. This

includes the combination of several analysis steps and their evaluations by means of

design rules, experience, etc. That part of the process is mainly controlled by the

engineer himself. Further, the structure of the software environment, with a high

level of command-driven and file-based interfaces, prohibits an efficient

administrative support. A schematic picture of a conventional software system for

structural design and analysis is shown in Figure 3.3. The division into boxes has

no direct connection to specific types of programs but is rather intended to illustrate

different parts of the system. In addition the division into subsystems depends on

the specific programs that are actually involved and how they are used. However, the

central part is the simulation phase where the main part of the numerical

calculations takes place. Usually this includes a finite element analysis. Before the

simulation, an analysis model must be specified in the modelling phase.

Specification can be made manually by preparing a data file with information about

10



geometry, material, loads, constraints, any additional model data, and control

parameters for the solution algorithm and program execution. The geometric model

can also be generated in a computer aided design (CAD) program and then

transferred to the simulation program with any completing data. More dedicated

preparation programs, so called preprocessors, also exist for finite-element (FE)

programs and other analysis software, with facilities for generating the analysis

model more efficiently. The integration between the preprocessor and the analysis

software can be made at different levels. Depending on the phenomenon (design

criterion) studied, the need for evaluating results in the evaluation process varies a

lot. It may be sufficient to evaluate the results manually by studying an output list,

which is scanned for extreme values of some stress component However, the use of

dedicated programs for result evaluation, so called postprocessors, is now

customary. Graphic visualisation of results from numerical calculations provides

greater possibilities in the evaluation process. In some cases the evaluation process

implies that certain analysis results should be selected as input data for a subsequent

analysis. The analysis process is then repeated where a new type of analysis model

must be prepared, simulated and evaluated. In the case of damage tolerance design,

for example, local load distributions from finite element analyses are used together

with completing information about sequences, local geometry and material data, to

analyse the crack propagation properties.

MODELLING

GEOMEW MATERIAL LOAD

SIMULATION

EVALUATION

STRENGTH

FRACTURE

STIFFNESS

RESONANCE

STABILITY 1

DATA
MANAGEMENT

GEOMETRY DATA

MATERIAL DATA

LOAD DATA

RESULTS

Figure 3.3. The architecture of an idealised conventional software system
for structural design.
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Already in a normal situation the amount of data that are generated and must be

manipulated, stored and retrieved in every part of the process becomes excessive.

This makes a system necessary for storing and retrieving data which should be used

or have been produced in the structural design and analysis process. In reality this

data management system usually consists of data files and databases of different

kinds. Depending on the type of data and requirements on accessibility, search time,

etc., different types of database systems are suitable. Lately, the interest in object-

oriented databases have increased and their importance will probably grow.

Moreover, other kinds of supporting systems might be considered in the design

work, e.g. documentation systems for reporting, drafting systems for generation of

drawings, and project planning systems for planning and control of the design work,

etc. In this study, these systems have been placed outside or peripheral to the

scheme in Figure 3.3.

Thus, the conventional software system for structural design and analysis consists

of software for numerical calculations that covers different parts of the analysis

domain. The level of integration between these systems varies from autonomous to

highly integrated in a uniform software environment, e.g. I-DEAS, SDRC [24], and

ANSYS, Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc. [25]. The transferring of information

between the programs involved is frequently carried out by means of files. There are

three main approaches for creating and interpreting these files as shown in Figure

3.4:

• Separate interface program (IP) which transforms data between the file formats

(Fi) of respective programs (Pi) (a).

• Integrated file formatting: different programs (P0 can import and export data

through the file format (Fj) of other programs (b).

• Neutral file format (FN) which every program (P0 can read data from and write

data to, such as the de facto standard IGES, Celander [26] and the International

Standard ISO 10303 - the STEP standard, ISO [22], Björk [23], (c).

A technique with neutral file formats will probably require more resources for its

development but makes the total system more efficient and flexible. Integrated file

formatting might mean more development resources than separate interface

programs and does not provide the same flexibility as a neutral file format. Using a

separate interface will mean that the total system complexity increases, since it

requires a transformation between every file format

12
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Figure 3.4. Possibilities for data exchange between programs and files,
where a) illustrates the use of an interface program (IP)
between file formats Fi and programs Pi, p) illustrates an
approach where each program supports file-based data
exchange with other programs, and c) illustrates the use of a
neutral file format for exchange of data supported by each
program.

There are also more high-level and direct methods for exchange of data between

programs and between programs and databases. For example, there are query

languages, such as SQL, ANSI [27], and OSQL, Lyngbaek [28], for communication

with databases. Further, Part 22 of ISO 10303 is being defined, which should

specify an application programming interface, called SDAI - STEP Data Access

Interface. Also the standardisation work within the Object Management Group,

OMG [29], aims at facilitating the exchange of information between programs in an

object-oriented software environment A more high-level communication makes it

possible to preserve structure and content of information. The prototype system

presented later in section S, is designed along these ideas of high-level

representation and communication of information but they are not fully utilised

since communication is made through, and adapted to, command files of existing

software.

3.3 Structural Design and Analysis at
Saab

In this section, an existing system for structural design and analysis at Saab, is

described. A condensed description of the complete system is given and a more

detailed picture is provided of the part involved in damage tolerance design, i.e. a

specific branch in the structural design process. Thereafter, an overview of the

domain knowledge in the structural design and analysis domain is presented. This

includes the knowledge that has to be described and represented when realising an

intelligent front end for a structural design and analysis system.

Saab has a software environment for computer aided engineering (CAE) which

consists of several of commercial and "in-house"-developed programs (about one

13



hundred). The hardware environment is also quite varied and includes workstations

from HP/Apollo, Silicon Graphics and IBM, mainframe computers from Digital

Equipment and IBM, and a Cray supercomputer. Earlier and completing

descriptions of Saab's structural design and analysis system is given in Fredriksson

[3G] and Nilsson et al. [31]. The main task of this software and hardware

environment is to support the development, manufacturing and maintenance of

military and civil aircraft The most recent of these are Saab JAS39 Gripen, a multi-

role fighter aircraft, and a SO-seat airliner, Saab 2000, shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5. A global finite-element model of the Saab 2000 Aircraft1.

3.3.1 The Process of Structural Design and
Analysis

The working process can be described in an idealised activity scheme as in Figure

3.6. The project begins with an initial study, where the characteristics of the aircraft

are specified. After the initial study, the conceptual design phase begins, that

transforms the specified characteristics into an initial design. This work include a

configuration and an initial dimensioning of the main structural members of the

aircraft. When the conceptual design is finished, the aircraft is designed and

dimensioned in detail. During this phase the properties of the design are fixed and

methods of structural design and analysis are used for verification and quality

assurance (QA). In parallel with the detailed design, manufacturing preparations are

made together with possible tool design and tool manufacturing. After these phases,

the production of the details can be carried OUL This scheme gives an idealised

picture of the process, which in reality contains more activities. Furthermore, the

process is not sequential but iterative on several levels, which also necessitates an

1 Published by the permission of Saab.
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exchange of information between activities. Thus, activities such as testing,

assembling, maintenance, etc., have been left out to simplify the description.

The subsequent description concentrates on the structural design and analysis

process and on the software system involved. A more detailed description is given

of the branch concerning damage tolerance design.

PRODUCT
DESIGN

Design Specification

Conceptual Design

Detailed Design

STRUCTURAL
DESIGN

Dimensioning / Optimisation

DESIGN
VALIDATION

Quality Assurance

MANUFACTURING

Manufacturing Preparation

Tool Design

Production

Figure 3.6. Part of the activity scheme for aircraft development focusing
on product design.

3.3.2 The Software System for Structural
Design and Analysis

An overview of important parts included in the software system for structural design

and analysis at Saab is presented in Figure 3.7. The system includes software that

supports the three activities of modelling, simulation and evaluation. These activities,

discussed in Section 3.1, are associated with the structural design and design

validation activities in Figure 3.6. For the design modelling work the CAD program

CATIA, IBM [32] is used. The geometry description is made in CATIA and these

data arc then transferred, as surface models, to I-DEAS, SDRC [24]. The I-DEAS

program is an integrated program system for design and analysis. Saab uses I-

DEAS mainly as a preprocessor to generate finite-element models and as a

postprocessor for result evaluations. In the simulation activity of Figure 3.7, the

i
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actual analysis is made by means of a finite-element program. At Saab, ASKA, Saab

[33], ABAQUS, Hibbit, Karlsson & Sorensen [34] and LS-DYNA3D, Engineering

Research AB [35], are used primarily for different classes of finite element

analyses. In addition, the program OPTSYS, Saab [36] is used for structural

optimisation, e.g. weight optimisation, of structural members. Depending on the

simulation program used and on the dimensioning process that should be

performed for a specific type of design detail, different types of programs are used

for evaluating the simulation results. For example, I-DEAS, ABAPLOT, Hibbit,

Karlsson & Sorensen [34], and LS-TAURUS, Livermore Software Technology

Corp. [37], are used for postprocessing and visualisation of numerical results. If the

details are to be designed against endurance or damage, Saab uses the "in-house"

developed programs CAFA, Saab [38], and CAFE, Saab [39]. Saab also uses its

own developed load management program SPEKS, Saab [40], to generate local load

sequences and spectra for the design of details.

SIMULATION
FEM/OPTIMISATION

ASKA

ABM3U8

LS-OYNMD

orrsvs

EVALUATION /
f-OSTPROCESSING

CAFE

CAFA

HÄA»

ABAPLOT

LS-TAUm*

DATA BASES /FILES

I GEOMETRY D*» 1 I " « " « £ STfSNOTM1 1 LOW) DATA RESULTS

Figure 3.7. Outline of the software system for structural design at Saab.

Database management systems, such as ORACLE, ORACLE Corp. [41], and

MEM-COM, SMR [42], are also used for storing and manipulating data and

calculation results. For instance, ORACLE is used to manage a strength and

materials database. The data and results can then later be reused by different

programs in the software system. Analysis models are usually stored as command

files and the communication between programs is usually file-based.
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For a better understanding, only the most important parts have been included in this

description and several details have been omitted. The subsystems involved in the

damage tolerance design will be further treated in the following sections.

3.4 Damage Tolerance Design at Saab
The process of damage tolerance design is illustrated in Figure 3.8. In the damage

tolerance design, the purpose is to judge whether a design, or part of a design, is

damage-tolerant or not. A structural member is damage-tolerant if small defects in

the design, in the form of cracks, will not grow into critical states within a certain

period of time (service interval). The process of damage tolerance is governed by

standard specifications which are different for civil and military aircraft. These

specifications form the design criteria and their application. The programs involved

in this process include the finite-element program ASKA, Saab [33] and the

program SPEKPR, Saab [43] which are used to generate databases with solved unit

load cases and global load sequences. The load management program SPEKS, Saab

[40] is used for calculations of local load spectra and sequences, and the CAFE,

Saab [39] program is used for fracture mechanics calculations. Furthermore, the

database managers ORACLE, ORACLE Corp. [41], and MEM-COM, SMR [42]

are used within SPEKPR, SPEKS, and CAFE.

tutorial Bate;

,H sms :„••,

i
Spoctaum

b.
Figure 3.8. Damage tolerance design, a subprocess of the structural

design process at Saab.
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3.4.1 The Process of Damage Tolerance
Design

The reqairement specifications and the design of an aircraft is governed by a

number of standard specifications documents that must be fulfilled to guarantee the

air worthiness. These documents control the structural design process in detail. In

the case of the Saab 2000 aircraft project there are international and European

requirements, FAR Part 25 [44] and JAR-25 [45], as well as guideline documents.

These documents provide some room for interpretation, which in reality means that

there must be an application document, 73SASO001, Saab [46], which describes the

application of the more general documents on the specific project The application

document will also help the engineers to design in a consequent style. In other

projects, such as Saab JAS39 Gripen, similar military specifications govern the

structural design process.

To understand how the dimensioning work is carried out, a short description of the

damage tolerance design process according to 73SASO001, Saab [46] will be

presented. The overall requirement is that (approximately)

"Each part of the structure which could contribute to a catastrophic

failure shall be classified and evaluated as damage tolerant...".

Damage tolerance

"means that the structure, at any time during operational life shall

maintain the required residual strength with an in-service detectable

damage present, while subjected to the expected typical loading

spectrum, until the damage is detected".

There are also more detailed requirements for specific substructures or details,

which control the load distribution in the structure, etc. Performing a damage

tolerance design includes the subsequent steps:

• identification of damage critical areas,

• establishment of residual strength requirements,

• generation of stress spectrum for every critical damage location (The SPEKS

program),

• initial flaw assumptions,

• analysis of crack growth and residual stress by means of the CAFE program,

• presentation of analysis in a damage tolerance report, shown in Figure 3.9, and

• development of the structural inspection programme.
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Damage Tolerance Summary Sheet
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Rgure 3.9. The form of the damage tolerance report.

These activities form the process of damage tolerance design that is a part of the

complete structural design process. The complete process, along with a more

detailed description of the damage tolerance process, is given in the document

73SAS0001, Saab [46].

3.4.2 Damage Tolerance Analysis

The basic activity in a typical damage tolerance design is the calculation of crack

growth, which is here referred to as an instance of a damage tolerance analysis. The

current methods implemented in CAFE apply linear elastic fracture mechanics.

Crack growth analysis models are specified by means of elementary cases

describing a certain load-geometry function, Y, where

(3.1)
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K is the stress intensity factor, o" is the normal stress component, and a is the

crack length. Fracture is assumed to occur when K has reached a specified and

critical leveL

Load-geometry functions are stored as point curves, point surfaces or formulas in a

database and are assigned through commands within the geometry specification

module in CAFE. An example of an elementary case for a load-geometry function is

illustrated in Figure 3.10. This function is valid for a single quarter-elliptical corner

crack at a hole in a finite plate exposed for a combination of tension and bending

loads.
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Figure 3.10. Example of an elementary case for a load-geometry function.
The model assumes a geometry of a finiteptate that contains
a hole with a single quarter elliptical crack. The loading
conditions are assumed to include tension and bending loads.

Material data are defined for the crack growth rate, da/dN, and for the fracture

toughness, Kc. These are stored in a database and assigned within the material

specification module in CAFE, in the same way as the load-geometry functions, Y.

Furthermore, the loads can be defined as local load sequences and spectra designed

for cycle-by-cycle and spectrum summation methods (rain-flow count matrix)

respectively, for the calculation of crack growth. Sequences and spectra are

generated in SPEKS and allocated through commands in the sequence and

spectrum module of CAFE. For calculation of the critical crack length, a residual

strength analysis must be carried out Three algorithms are currently available in

CAFE. For example, the RESTI process module uses the design criterion:

where X", is the stress intensity factor in mode I and KK is the fracture toughness

in mode I.

Assignment of the critical crack length is made automatically in the following crack

growth calculation if nothing else is specified in the crack growth process module.
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At present, five different algorithms for crack growth are implemented as separate
modules in CAFE. In these cycle-by-cycle methods the crack length, aM, is

determined by,

M (3.3)

where Aa, = f(da/dN) is the crack growth increment

When using a spectrum summation method, the process module GROWI is applied.
The average crack growth rate per mission, {da/dF)mtm, is used to determine the

lifetime, expressed as the number of missions, where

In Equation 3.4, Fo is number of missions for one service period, (da/dN). is the

crack growth rate per cycle in spectrum block j , and rij the number of cycles in

spectrum block j .

In addition, the following equation is valid for the lifetime, expressed as the number
of missions, F, at a crack growth from c, to aM:

Besides the possibilities of CAFE presented here, there are several options for

specifying data manually to different modules of CAFE and for presenting results

graphically or on a file. A complete description of CAFE is provided in Saab [39].

3.4.3 The Damage Tolerance Design Software
System

ASKA is used in the damage tolerance process for analyses of global finite-element }

models of the aircraft, exemplified in Figure 3.5. These global models are exposed ".••

to unit load cases to provide local load distributions for subsequent fracture |

mechanics analyses. Unit load cases consist of loading conditions such as pressure

distributions on control surfaces, pressurisation of fuselage, mass distributions, etc.

Data for the finite element analysis include data for geometry, material, unit load

cases and constraints and are provided as one or several command files. Results are

generated as result files, in database format, containing numerical information on the

internal parameters of the modeL Parts of these results are then used together with a

global load sequence for determining local load sequences and spectra.
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SPEKPR generates a global load sequence in a database format describing the

operation of the aircraft The description is expressed in terms of:

• total sequence (totseq),

• mission (d:o),

• subsequence (subseq),

• load case (case),

• part of load case (subcase), and

• unit load case.

A load case describes different states of flight, landing, and taxiing and consists of

balanced linear combinations of unit load cases and/or subcases. The subsequences

consist of load cases in a given order, describing different phases of a flight

operation. These are used to build up complete missions included in the total

sequence that describes a complete operation or a part of the aircraft's operation.

The result is a global sequence represented in a MEM-COM database.

SPEKS is used to generate local load sequences and spectra. Using the global load

sequence and the results from the previous finite element analyses of unit load

cases, local load sequences and spectra are calculated for the conditions and

positions that should be further analysed. These local sequences and spectra are

used later in the fracture mechanics analysis of the CAFE program. Data for

SPEKS consist of a global load sequence stored in a database format, results from

finite element analyses stored on files or in a database format, and a set of

commands that are specifying position, result component, and a definition of the

sequence or spectrum. The calculated result from SPEKS is a local sequence or a

local rain-flow count spectrum stored on a file or in a database format for later use

in a damage tolerance analysis.

The damage tolerance analysis is carried out by means of CAFE, which is a

program for fracture mechanics calculations. Two main types of analyses are

available in CAFE; residual strength and crack growth analysis. A damage tolerance

analysis consists of a determination of the critical crack length and a subsequent

calculation of the crack growth. Data are provided either interactively or on file, and

the results are presented on text files. In the residual strength analysis, input

consists of geometry, material, and critical load data (or critical crack length) in

fracture mechanics terms, along with specification of the solution algorithm. Output

is provided as the critical crack length (or the critical load). This value is

automatically assigned in the subsequent crack growth calculation, if nothing else is

defined, and is also reported in the result file. The crack growth analysis needs input

of geometry, material, and load data besides a specification of solution algorithm.
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Load data are provided as a spectrum or as a sequence. Calculated results in this

analysis do, for instance, consist of a ta* 'e with the lifetime as function of the crack

size presented on a text file.

3.5 Domain Knowledge in Structural
Design and Analysis

When designing a software system, as in this case for structural design and

analysis, it is important to analyse the information and knowledge which have to be,

or are suitable for being, represented in the system. Which concepts should be

included and how are the related? What processing capabilities should the system

be able to perform? For this work, this analysis process been based on personal

knowledge about the domain together with information from interviews of domain

experts as well as studies of existing journal papers, reports, manuals and programs.

The knowledge has, in an iterative process, been analysed and structured. This has

been carried out both manually and by building object structures in KEE,

IntelliCorp [47], where the graphical browsers have been of great value for

visualisation of conceptual structures.

It is possible to relate the knowledge that is to be represented in the system, to

certain subdomains in the complete problem domain. Consequently, there is

knowledge that is directly related to the structural design and analysis domain, i.e.

models of the physical problem and methods for its solution. In addition, there is

knowledge relating to other subdomains such as the computing system. Knowledge

about the computing domain consists of the representation of information on

programs and file systems and on their usage. It is, of course, possible to suggest

additional subdomains but in this work these two subdomains have mainly been

treated. Furthermore, it is possible to drive the division into subdomains even

further. The structural design and analysis domain could, for instance, be divided

into a mathematics domain, a physics domain, etc.

If the structural design and analysis domain is restricted to damage tolerance design,

the domain knowledge comprises problem-solving knowledge for design of

mechanical strictures (here: aircraft) against damage. In this context it is necessary

to describe the problem models and the solution methods used. On the lowest level,

this description consists of symbols representing properties and a few or a large

amount of numerical data representing their values. It is also necessary to describe

relations between, and conditions for, different properties. Different subsets of

properties and values can then describe properties on a higher level and eventually
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describe the highest level, which in this case includes the models and methods of

damage tolerance design. The items in Figure 3.11 illustrate a possible division of

the damage tolerance design domain into activities (or methods) and objects (or

models).

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

damage tolerance design of a design component (Activity),
damage tolerance design model of the design component (Object).

crack growth analysis of the design model (A)
crack growth analysis model (analysis case) of the design model (0)

residual strength analysis of the design model (A)
residual strength analysis model (analysis case) of the design model (O)

modelling of the analysis algorithm for the crack growth analysis (A)
model of the analysis algorithm for the crack growth analysis (0)

modelling of the analysis model for the crack growth analysis (A),
model of the analysis model for the crack growth analysis (0).

geometry modelling for the crack growth analysis model (A)
geometry model for the crack growth analysis model (O)

material modelling for the crack growth analysis model (A)
material model for the crack growth analysis model (0)

load modelling for the crack growth analysis model (A)
load model for the crack growth analysis model (O)

modelling of the analysis algorithm for the residual strength analysis (A)
model of the analysis algorithm for the residual strength analysis (0)

modelling of the analysis model for the residual strength analysis (A)
model of the analysis model for the residual strength analysis (0)

geometry modelling for the residual strength analysis model (A)
geometry model for the residual strength analysis model (0)

material modelling for the residual strength analysis model (A)
material model for the residual strength analysis model (0)

load modelling for the residual strength analysis model (A)
load model for the residual strength analysis model (0)

Figure 3.11. A possible division of the damage tolerance design domain
into activities and objects.

Separate programs, such as CAFE, are used for carrying out the numerical

calculations in this dimensioning. Execution and communication with or between

different programs in the system also require a description of the programs and

their execution along with the file system and possible related operations. It may

also be convenient to further divide the software process into subprocesses. Th.5

subprocesses that have been identified in CAFE are presented in Figure 3.12.

Communication with the software, is restricted to commands and data files and

result files. These must also have their description represented in a form that suits

the subprocesses of the software.
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Figure 3.12. Subprocesses and their possible combinations in the CAFE
program.

Besides this, it may be necessary to describe other parts of the system, such as

documentation of different types, databases and their communication, etc.

Completely different domains may also be considered, such as a project and

planning domain, where methods and models for project control and planning are

described.

How the description and the representation can be realised is further presented in

the subsequent sections, where a prototype system for damage tolerance design is

described. More detailed descriptions of the programs CAFE, SPEKS, SPEKPR

and ASKA are found in their respective manuals: Saab [39], Saab [40], Saab [43]

and Saab [33].

i
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4

4 Knowledge-Based Techniques
for Structural Design

This work studies conditions and reasons for applying knowledge-based techniques

in systems for Computer Aided Mechanical Engineering (CAME) with focus on the

structural design domain. Within this domain, damage tolerance design of aircraft

structures has been chosen as the application field for testing ideas. The practical

goal of this research was to implement an intelligent front end (IFE) for a fracture

mechanics program system.

It has been a hypothesis of this work that modem programming techniques, such as

knowledge-based techniques, are valuable for renewing software systems for

structural design and making them more efficient The term knowledge-based,

which originates from the field of artificial intelligence (AI), refers to the ability to

represent and use knowledge within a problem domain. It also refers to symbolic

processing in favour of numerical processing as well as knowledge processing in

favour of data processing. Thus, the term knowledge-based does not exclude low-

level information, but it rather extends the information domain to include more high-

level and problem-related concepts. In this work, "knowledge-based techniques" is

therefore used to refer to the techniques used for representing domain knowledge

and not to the level of intelligence of the system.

This treatise does not have the intention to provide a detailed description of

knowledge-based systems (KBS) or the area of artificial intelligence. Several

authors have covered this topic and the reader is referred to, for instance, Rich and

Knight [48] for a general introduction to artificial intelligence and to Waters and

Nielsen [49] for a more practical book on designing knowledge-based systems.

Additionally, Genesereth and Nilsson [50] provides a more formal presentation of

the artificial intelligence field, from a logical perspective. Section 4.1, however,

provides a brief introduction to the terminology of knowledge engineering.

Further, Section 4.2 provides a brief introduction to the structure of knowledge-

based systems and presents common principles for system representation. The
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following section penetrates knowledge-based systems f irther by discussing

knowledge-representation principles and conceptualisation of domain knowledge.

Section 4.4 discusses the need to preserve the structure of domain knowledge

during the complete information life cycle. Further, some ideas for development of

knowledge-based systems presented and its implications on the characteristics and

development of systems for structural design and analysis. Some general guidelines

and requirements in applying knowledge-based techniques in structural design

systems are finally presented in Section 4.S.

The terminology within the research field of artificial intelligence has not yet been

fully established, and this fact is partly explained by the youth of this field. Since

the terminology is exposed to continuous development and trends, it is obvious that

it is sometimes difficult to provide the intended meanings, associations, etc. resulting

in an unnecessary confusion in communication. When considering the combined

field of artificial intelligence and mechanical engineering, this is even more obvious.

Especially since several issues in the artificial intelligence field are not completely

formalised, it is very important to treat terminology with caution. This

interdisciplinary communication problem is also decreased by continuous

cooperation. It has been the author's intention to follow these guidelines but it can

not be guaranteed. To guide the interpretation of this text there is also a short and

informal definition of terms in Appendix B.

4.1 Knowledge-Based Systems
The research field of knowledge-based systems (KBS) is usually classified as an

applied subfield of artificial intelligence. Other applied subfields include: game-

playing, theorem proving, general problem solving, perception and natural-language

understanding. According to Genesereth and Nilsson [SO],

"Al is the study of intelligent behaviour",

and is a branch both of science and of engineering. Viewed as science, the issue is

to provide concepts and vocabulary to understand and explain intelligent behaviour.

In an engineering view, artificial intelligence is concerned with the reproduction of

intelligent behaviour, including theory and practice of building knowledge-based

systems.

knowledge-based systems are computer programs that provide support for problem

solving within a restricted problem domain. Compared with the term expert system

(ES), knowledge-based systems is commonly used in a more general meaning,
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where the capacity of the system to solve problem at an expert level is not

accentuated. According to Nationalencyklopedin [SI], an expert system is defined

asa

"computer program which within a restricted knowledge domain

offers support for problem solving and decision making, comparable

to the capacity of human experts. "l

The term knowledge-based, on the contrary, emphasises the system's object to

represent and manage knowledge and the AI-related techniques which are used in

the realisation of these systems. Knowledge system (KS), intelligent knowledge-

based systems (IKBS), and knowledge-based expert systems (KBES) are terms

commonly used as synonyms for knowledge-based systems and expert systems. As

mentioned, their usage is sometimes dependent on which system characteristics the

user wants to emphasise. In this context the term knowledge-based system is used

to associate to the techniques used for knowledge analysis, knowledge

representation, system design, and implementation (also see Appendix B).

Expert system applications or rather the tasks that the systems cover are usually

divided into categories, called generic tasks, which share certain problem-solving

characteristics. According to Hayes-Roth et al. [52], these categories include:

• interpretation,

• prediction,

• diagnosis,

• design,

• planning,

• monitoring,

• debugging,

• repair,

• instruction, and

• control.

Similar divisions are also found elsewhere. By finding an appropriate category, it

would then be possible to apply a general set of problem-solving methods to

develop an application. A first glance at this list might sort the present application,

structural analysis and design, within the design category. When considering this

list in more detail, it becomes evident that several of these tasks might be appropriate

for at least part of the applicatioa For instance, crack growth analysis can be viewed

as a prediction of crack growth and as a diagnosis of a crack situation. In addition,

1 Translated from Swedish by the author.
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the analysis results should be interpreted, the analysis process should be monitored

or controlled and planned before executed. It might therefore be unsuitable to use

these categories as a classification basis for expert system applications since they

are application-domain dependent. The »appropriateness of the "generic task"

concept is also discussed in Steels [S3]. A more convincing strategy could be to

leave application dependent concepts for describing the application domain and treat

general type of computing or problem-solving concepts as knowledge domains in

themselves.

Applications of artificial intelligence, such as knowledge-based systems, generally

involve symbolic methods in favour of numeric methods and Figure 4.1 shows the

orientation of artificial intelligence and knowledge-based techniques compared to

conventional computing techniques. A symbolic process includes symbolic

representation and inference whereas a numeric process is mainly based on

numerical representation and arithmetic manipulation. Knowledge-based techniques

usually also take advantage of heuristic search techniques while algorithmic search

is usually used in conventional techniques. The terms heuristic and algorithm are

defined in Appendix A and discussed more detailed in Romanycia and Pelletier

[54]. In systems based on knowledge-based techniques it is also common that the

control structure is separated from the domain knowledge. Conventional systems,

on the other hand, generally have their data and procedures integrated in the code.

Knowledge-based techniques

• symbolic process

• heuristic search

• separated control

Conventional techniques

•numeric process

• algorithmic search

• integrated control

Figure 4.1. Orientation of knowledge-based techniques compared to
conventional techniques.

Additionally, knowledge-based systems use uncertainty techniques, based on

statistical methods and/or non-raonotonic logic, which permits treatment of incorrect

and partial information. In a conventional system it is usually required to specify

correct and complete information.

Knowledge-based techniques usually describe knowledge in a declarative form, Le.

knowledge expressed as sentences. This results in a description that is more

transparent and flexible than that of conventional systems, which is paid for in terms

of efficiency. These questions are discussed further in Section 4.3. For this work,
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the combination of declarative and procedural knowledge or coupling of symbolic

and numerical computing is of vital importance. This is a research issue that has

been gained special interest for engineering applications where numerical

simulations are central in problem solving. According to Kitzmiller and Kowalik

[55],

"coupled systems must have some knowledge of the numerical process

embedded within them and reason about the application or results of

those numerical processes".

The idea is to integrate the explanation and problem-solving capabilities of expert

systems with the precision of traditional numerical computing. Thus, by combining

numerical computing with insight and qualitative reasoning, it is possible to get

more robust applications, gain new problem-solving capabilities, and assist the user.

A central question concerning coupled systems is to choose the level of the

coupling. Is it enough with a shallow coupling or does the application require a deep

coupling? In a shallow coupling, the resulting system has little knowledge of the

numerical processes which are mainly treated as "black boxes". On the other hand,

deep coupled systems have extensive knowledge explicitly represented about the

numerical processes. These two extreme approaches for coupling of symbolic and

numerical computing share the usual advantages and disadvantages of knowledge

representation where the deep coupling provides more performance but requires

more resources with the opposite yielding for shallow coupling. This distinction

between shallow and deep coupling is closely related to the discussion of surface

and deep knowledge presented in Section 4.3.1. Kitzmiller and Kowalik presents

several factors that influence the choice of coupling level:

• Purpose and objectives of the application.

• Amount of knowledge about each process that must be explicitly represented.

• Importance of flexibility or generality.

• Importance of robustness and performance.

• Communication needs between the symbolic and numerical processes.

• How can the user and symbolic processes determine the significance of

computed numerical results?

• How does hardware affect the system's design and, ultimately, its performance?

If the objective is to design an intelligent interface or intelligent front end (IFE)2,

Kitzmiller and Kowalik suggests that the coupling should be deep. This is also the

strategy applied in this work when die basic conceptual framework was designed.

Even if the current amount of analysis and design knowledge provided to the

2 In the following, intelligent front end is used as the collecting term.
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prototype is relatively limited, the conceptualisations are designed in such detail that

it is possible to reason about every single state parameter.

Several additional authors, Bundy [56], Tången and Wretling [57], Nilsson [58],

Clarke [59], Sharratt [60], Clarke and MacRandal [2], Jambunathan et al [4], Björk

[3], and Thomas [61] have discussed intelligent interfaces or intelligent front ends

(IFE) for different purposes. One of the earlier was Bundy, who defined an

intelligent front-end as

"a user-friendly interface to a software package which would

otherwise be technically incomprehensible and/or too complex to be

accessible to many potential users. It allows the users to explain their

problems in a language familiar to them and then translates this into a

language suitable for the software package."

An intelligent front end's tasks are to facilitate the use of and to extend the problem-

solving capability of one or several computer programs. According to Clarke, this is

done:

"By constructing a user interface which incorporates a significant level

of knowledge in relation to the user, the domain and the application

package(s), a more co-operative dialogue can be enabled. This, in

turn, allows designers to more easily abstract an engineering artefact

into a form suitable for computer manipulation and then initiate and

control the required evaluations."

Thus, an intelligent front end covers a significantly larger area than a conventional

user interface since it involves knowledge about the application domain, the

execution environment and the user. Also distinguishing intelligent front ends from

more conventional user interfaces, is the explicit problem representation in a

problem-oriented terminology.

Further, two primary and interdependent issues can be distinguished in developing

an intelligent front end. First, the structure and process of the problem domain

should be described, which includes the application problem, the application

program and remaining computing environment In this context, it is also important

to mention the work on product models, aiming at designing standardised product

descriptions within different areas, e.g., in aircraft design, Andersson et al. [62], and

in building design, Björk [3]. Secondly, the dialogue handling with users and any

other system or subsystem must be described and represented along with their

domain knowledge.
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The discussion of intelligent front ends assumes that there is a corresponding

program package behind, sometimes called the "back-end", which according to

Kitzmiller and Kowalik [55] is a specific application of coupled systems. In a future

development of software systems it will probably become more difficult to

distinguish specific front-ends or symbolic representation from the rest of the

system. Properly, both coupled systems and their applications can be seen as parts

of a more general problem, aiming at enhancing problem-solving capabilities and

representation capabilities of (engineering) software systems by extending the

possible set of describable information and knowledge as outlined in Figure 4.2. At

the same time it is desirable to achieve a knowledge representation and a system

design that facilitate not only use of the system, but also development and

maintenance. Thus, the overall objective ought to be to support these activities so

that the efficiency of the total system is optimised during the total lifetime of the

domain knowledge. These issues are discussed further in Sections 4.2 through 4.4.

Figure 4.2. Extending the representable knowledge in software systems
by applying symbolic methods.

In addition, there are also other methods and techniques for software development

that have been important for the development of knowledge-based systems and their

integration into the remaining computing environment. These kinds of methods and

techniques might not normally be related to the artificial intelligence field. For

instance, graphical user interfaces can be mentioned as powerful means for design

and support the dialogue with both users and system developers. The use of

graphical user interfaces in this work is treated in Section 5.6, and Johansson [63]

treats these issues in more detail. Object-oriented software development is another

area which has its origin both in the artificial intelligence field and in more
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conventional programming methods, Abbott [64], and which has provided valuable

contributions to the entire software life cycle. The use of object-oriented methods in

this work is mainly treated in Sections 4.2-5 and 5.4-6. A combination of an object-

oriented approach and database technique has also led to the development of object-

oriented databases which could become an important contribution to future CAE

systems. A survey of object-oriented database management systems is provided in

Wretling and Karlquist [65].

4.2 Structure of Knowledge-Based
Systems

Figure 4.3. The architecture of a typical knowledge-based system.

A knowledge-based system (KBS), outlined in Figure 4.3, typically consists of a

knowledge base (KB), an inference system and interfaces to the user and other

systems. A knowledge base is a repository for storing domain knowledge in a

suitable form. For instance, the knowledge can be represented by means of logical

sentences, rules, frames, etc. The inference system is used to reason with the

knowledge and to provide conclusions to some specific question. Resolution,

inheritance and different search techniques are examples of inference methods. The

techniques used for inference and for knowledge representation are interrelated but,

in general, the inference system is independent of the domain knowledge.
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When building real applications of knowledge-based systems it is common to

combine several different knowledge representations and inference techniques to get

the possibility to structure the domain knowledge in an efficient way. It is also

common to divide the domain knowledge into several knowledge-bases to make the

system more manageable and efficient

The interfaces consist of a user interface, which helps the user interact with the

system, and which can typically provide textual and graphical dialogue. Further,

there can be interfaces for communication with other software systems, for instance

application programs and data bases.

A knowledge-based system can also have other subsystems included, which, for

instance, can be an explanation system for providing explanations to the conclusions

made by the system. There can also be a knowledge-acquisition system that

provides support for adding new knowledge.

4.3 Knowledge Representation

4.3.1 Principles of Knowledge Representation
Besides the question of choosing an appropriate technique for knowledge

representation, there is also another issue which needs some attention. That is what

is here referred to as different principles of knowledge representation and should

associate to certain ideas or spectra of knowledge representation concerning form

and content of knowledge.

The reason for including this presentation of knowledge-representation principles is

to emphasise the problems and difficulties of the knowledge representation area and

to point out the importance of these issues for the overall characteristics of a

knowledge-based system.

First there is the declarative and procedural representation of knowledge. In "

knowledge-based systems, the domain knowledge is mainly represented in a )

declarative form, i.e. knowledge is represented explicitly as symbolic structures. In ,

the other end of this spectrum there is the procedural representation of knowledge f
i

that represents knowledge more implicitly. This type of procedural knowledge is, I

for instance, represented by sequences of operations in algorithms or procedures

whete the actual content might be difficult to decode. Declarative knowledge is in t

general more easy to change, more flexible, more extendible and more easy to

reason about On the other hand, procedural knowledge is usually more efficient to
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use, Genesereth and Nilsson [SO]. This declarative versus procedural representation

can also be referred to as an explicit versus implicit representation. For instance, the

sequence in which the premises of a rule are activated might be of vital importance

even if it is not represented explicitly. This type of knowledge is actually provided

by the inference procedure that accesses the rule.

Another and maybe more problem-oriented spectrum of knowledge representation

is the static versus dynamic representation. A static representation could be a

structure of concepts and relations where the structure is kept unchanged during its

usage. In a dynamic representation the structure can be changed and is therefore

more suitable for representing time-varying or other change-requiring phenomena.

The dynamic representation is of course more flexible but also less efficient in

correspondence to the discussion on declarative and procedural representation.

Different types of knowledge are also sometimes categorised into surface or deep

knowledge. Surface, or shallow, knowledge usually refers to knowledge that

originates in experiences, rules of thumb, and heuristics. On the other hand,

knowledge that originates from first principles, axioms and laws are usually referred

to as deep knowledge. The term compiled knowledge is also sometimes used to

refer to surface knowledge; meaning that knowledge in heuristic form have been

elicited or compiled out of more deeply formed knowledge.

The spectrum from quantitative to qualitative knowledge is more related to the

problem domain than to representation methods. It concerns the art and form of the

domain knowledge. In which form is it most suitable to express a problem; in

quantitative or in qualitative terms? It might also be a combination of the two

principles that is most efficient For instance, a simple qualitative analysis of a

problem might be used to simplify and guide a quantitative analysis.

4.3.2 Conceptualisation

Conceptualisation is a formalisation of domain knowledge and makes it visible. It

includes a description and representation of concepts and interrelations that are

relevant for the problem area concerned. Besides the spectrum of representation

principles discussed in the previous section, it is important in this process to

consider such topics as the scope of the problem domain, the possible divisions of

the domain knowledge and the granularity of the conceptualisation.

It can be quite difficult to provide a well-defined restriction of the problem domain

since when a specific domain is analysed in more detail it usually reveals many
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relations which were not apparent from the beginning. Nevertheless, a clear

restriction of the domain is important and the requirements of the reasoning

capabilities might be a basis in this domain analysis.

When making the conceptualisation, it is also of great importance to choose an

appropriate level of its granularity. Nearly every concept can be further divided into

subconcepts that makes it possible to draw more sophisticated conclusions within

the problem area. On the other hand, the manageability and the efficiency of the

system probably decreases. Also in this case, the reasoning process might provide

some guidance. Must it be possible to reason about a specific concept directly or,

else, does it have an indirect influence and therefore must be included. A simple

concept might also be included as an attribute of a more complex concept to reduce

the complexity. In this matter, there is also a corresponding question of choosing an

appropriate representation scheme for implementation, Le. the representation scheme

should provide possibilities to describe the same level of granularity as of the

conceptualisation.

It could also be possible to identify concept structures on higher levels that describe

some complex concept. This makes it possible to cluster certain sets of concepts

and relationships together and, for instance, to represent these clusters in different

knowledge bases. A conceptual division on a higher level is also more sensitive to

change and should therefore be made with care.

As a summation it is important to consider the analysis and structuring of domain

knowledge in order to accomplish transparency, flexibility and efficiency. Since

symbolic information is not as uniform as numeric it is more difficult to formalise

and it is therefore difficult to give specific rules on how it should be represented.

Some specific representation ideas on which concepts and relations should be

represented and how they should be organised are exemplified in Sections 5.4-6.

Generally, structure makes information more understandable and decreases the

complexity of a system. Some specific techniques for analysing and structuring of

domain knowledge, with emphasis on object-oriented analysis, are briefly presented

in Section 4.4.2.
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4.4 Developing Knowledge-Based
Systems

4.4.1 The Information Life Cycle
By life cycle of information is meant the period of time in which a specific set of

information is relevant in some sense. The information in an information system, or

parts of it, may be used, changed, extended, reformed, stored, etc., and eventually

have lost all relevance.

In an information system it is the domain knowledge that constitutes the basis of the

characteristics of the system. By domain knowledge is here meant the concepts and

relations relevant for describing structures and processes of a certain application as,

for instance, structural design and analysis. Thus, for describing characteristics of a

program system, computing must also be considered as part of the domain

knowledge.

In the work of developing an information system the aim is to produce a system

with sufficient functionality and efficiency for its stated tasks. For this process, it is

important to analyse and structure the domain knowledge so that the structure is

preserved during its life cycle. Further, by introducing and preserving structure, it is

possible to extend the representable set of domain knowledge, increase its

transparency and flexibility, and reduce complexity so that the system gets more

change tolerant

A system with a well thought-out structure is of great value both from the user's

and the developer's point of view. Thus, there is a connection between usage and

development of the system that ought to be considered at the system design.

Developing knowledge-based systems, as here for the field of mechanical

engineering, consequently requires both a broad and a deep analysis of the

application area and its relations to adjacent fields as well as the computing field.

4.4.2 Software Engineering versus Mechanical
Engineering

Practically all types of systems are exposed to some form of internal or external

change, which is, of course, also valid for software systems. In software systems,

change usually has its origin in the application area or in the system area itself,

according to Figure 4.4. For example, a modification in the application area might

depend on the product information or in methodological knowledge. LiL.'vise, a
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modification in the system domain can relate to a modification of the system in itself

or in the execution environment. In general, the environment might include areas

such as related applications, different system environments, different types of users,

financial-related issues, etc. This change of conditions might be the cause or call for

a modification, development or an exchange of the system. Further, these changing

conditions mean that the requirement specification is continuously changing. This

introduces great difficulties and costs in an organisation when it needs to update,

modify and renew its software if this has a conventional structure.

Product

Computing
environment

Other systems

User

Economical
resource

Figure 4.4. An information system and its relations.

If we accept that both the implementation techniques and the implemented models

and methods are exposed to a change, then we ought to see the development of

software systems as a continuous process or at least a stepwise continuous process.

Then it is also important to design and implement software systems so they become

tolerant to change, Le., they ought to be flexible and transparent. These ideas, among

others, have evolved from the object-oriented software development area. Within this

area, software development is seen as an incremental and iterative process in contrast

to traditional and more sequentially directed methods, see Booch [66]. Similar ideas

are also presented in Wirfs-Brock and Johnson [67], where the importance of an

iterative design process in the development of conceptual models is emphasised.

Also within the area of knowledge-based systems, an incremental and iterative

development, usually referred to as prototyping, has appeared to be a suitable

procedure for system development
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It is of course possible, at least to a certain level, to create flexible and transparent

software systems irrespective of the tools or programming language used. On the

other hand, it might be more practical and efficient to use methods and tools that

support structured software development, of which object-oriented methods

represent one direction. Knowledge-based methods and tools also have several

common ideas with object-oriented methods for structuring of knowledge but have

not reached the same level of formalisation. Graphical tools to support structuring

and representation of conceptual structures are also of great importance. In this

project, the knowledge-based system development tool KEE, IntelliCorp [47], has

been used, which for instance supports interactive graphical representation of object

and rule taxonomies.

Software Engineering Mechanical Engineering

Figure 4.5. Comparison of the software and mechanical engineering
product evolution.

There are many ways to visualise and subdivide the system development process, or

maybe rather evolution process, into different phases. A rough division into an

analysis, a design, and & programming phase is presented in the left part of the

scheme in Figure 4.S, which is a combination of the terminology used by Coad and

Yourdon [68] and the scheme of Booch [66]. For example Waters and Nielsen [49]

use the terminology identification, conceptualisation, formalisation and

implementation and Rich and Knight [48] makes use of the terms of acquisition,

representation and implementation for referring to the same process. The scheme

tries to visualise a "natural" way of working where the arrows represent the

incremental and iterative nature of the process. The analysis phase includes the

conceptual description of the problem domain, the design phase extends the

description of the system to include the implementation environment, and the
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programming phase, finally, consists of the actual implementation work. Of course

it is possible to extend this description of the development process to include

additional phases such as maintenance and usage and their coupling to the

development process.

Subject

Class-i-Object Class

Class-&-Object

Attribute 1
Attribute 2

Senricel
Service 2

Name (top section)

Attributes (middle section)

Services (bottom section)

Class

Attribute 1
Attribute 2

Service 1
Service 2

Generlisation Whole

Gen-Spec Structure 1

Specialisation

1.ml 1,

Whote^art Structure JL

T
SDeciafisatfon2 Parti
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|i

Part2

Class-&-Object1 Instance Connection

1,m

Class-4-Object2

Sender Message Connection Reciever

Figure 4.6. Notation scheme for object-oriented analysis according to
Coad and Yourdon [68].

A central idea of the object-oriented approach is to start from the concepts and

concept structures that form the application area that the software system should

'4
i
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describe. Attributes and functionality are assigned to the concepts, which together

supply the conceptual structures and eventually the final program with its function.

There are several methods for conceptual modelling of concepts and their

interrelationships. As examples there are Entity-Relationship diagrams, Chen [69],

Infological Modelling, Sundgren [70], and Object-Oriented Analysis (OOA), Coad

and Yourdon [68]. In this work, the notation of Object-Oriented Analysis by Coad

and Yourdon has been used for describing some of the examples. Coad and

Yourdon use the basic primitives Subject, Class-å-Object, Structure, Attribute, and

Service in Figure 4.6 to structare and represent conceptualisations and their

functionality.

In a comparison of the software engineering area, treating development and

maintenance of computer programs during their lifetime, with the mechanical

engineering area, treating development, manufacturing and maintenance of mainly

mechanical designs or products during their lifetime, it is possible to identify certain

similarities in development of methodology. Within software engineering, the

object-oriented approach has evolved in order to represent a problem-oriented

description of software and software development Likewise, new ideas for product

development, such as concurrent or simultaneous engineering, have evolved and

been adapted to a natural and problem-oriented product development process. Even

in this case, the aim is to describe a natural and efficient way of working which is

iterative and incremental in its nature. In the right part of Figure 4.S, there is a rough

division of the product development process into design, analysis and evaluation

phases*. The figure tries to describe the iterative and incremental process where

several development phases are going on in parallel and where an exchange of

information between these different activities takes place. For instance, the design

can be developed incrementally and parts of it can be analysed continuously as they

are finished, which makes it possible to get a direct feedback from other activities so

that possible redesign requirements are discovered as early as possible in the

development process. Also, for the purpose of supporting product development with

product modelling, the object-oriented approach could be very useful. A step in that

direction is the ongoing development of the International Standard ISO10303 -

Product Data Representation and Exchange, ISO [22]. However, there is still much

work to be done in creating a general description of the structure and process for

product development and its subdomains.

3 Figures 3.1 and 3.6 in sections 3.1 and 3.3.1 respectively, provide additional views of tbe
product development process.
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To sum up, mutual studies of methodology in computing science and of the

application domain are a condition for the development of more efficient software

systems for structural design and analysis. Further, the system evolution process

and the product evolution process ought to be sufficiently interrelated so that the

computer-based information that should be used during a product's life cycle can

be created, manipulated, used, stored and accessed during the complete relevance

period of the information. For this purpose, the object-oriented approach seems to

provide useful methods for analysis, design and implementation of this lc id of

software systems. Thus, the overall objective ought to be to support these activities

so that the efficiency of the total system is optimised during the total lifetime of the

domain knowledge.

4.5 Requirements and Guidelines
The development of the field of artificial intelligence and specifically the area of

knowledge-based systems and its related field of object-oriented methods has

become a valuable contribution for development of software systems. In this section

we have tried to emphasise some important aspects for applying these techniques,

particularly within the field of structural design and analysis.

The major advantages of knowledge-based techniques are the abilities for

structuring and representing declarative knowledge that result in more transparent

and flexible systems. There is also a potential for extending the problem-solving

capabilities of structural design and analysis systems by a combination of symbolic

and numeric computing.

In designing a knowledge-based system, one of the most important topics is the

analysis and structuring of domain knowledge. Even if it is hard to provide specific

guidelines on how to choose a conceptualisation, some general ideas were provided

in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The description of the prototype system in Section 5 also

provides more specific examples of how to realise the conceptualisation of structural

design and analysis knowledge. It is also important to study the evolution of the

International Standard ISO 10303 - Product Data Representation and Exchange,

ISO [22], which can become a valuable source in this matter.

For performing the conceptual modelling of domain knowledge it is of great help to

have access to some graphical tool with abilities for specifying and presenting

conceptual structures. This seems to be especially valuable for the domain expert

who thinks in terms of problem concepts and how they are related. A support for

automatic code generation will further increase development efficiency. Several
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methods and tools for supporting analysis, design and implementation are also

emerging from the object-oriented field of which the OOA Tool, Object

International [71], is one that supports the analysis phase.

Knowledge-based techniques are also more and more leaving the "stand-alone"

phase and become an integrated part in conventional computing systems that will

increase the availability and facilitate the future application of these techniques in

real applications such as structural design and analysis. As mentioned earlier, the

evolving field of object-oriented data bases will probably play a major roll in these

matters also, especially in engineering applications, Wietling and Karlquist [65].
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5
5 A Prototype System for

Damage Tolerance Design

5.1 A Brief Presentation
Within this project, a prototype system for damage tolerance design has been

developed to investigate and point out possibilities in the use of knowledge-based

techniques in software systems for structural design and analysis. The idea and the

goal were to create an intelligent front end (IFE) to an existing software system for

structural design and analysis. In addition, the interaction and relation of the process

of structural design and analysis with other processes should be considered.

Useability and flexibility are properties of the system, which have been considered

as important. For the prototype system, generality in front of efficiency has been

favoured.

The work has provided experience and insight into analysis and design of both

IFE's and complete systems for structural design and analysis. More explicitly, the

results include requirement and property analysis of these kinds of systems and

suggestions to representation and implementation of the domain knowledge.

Experiences concerning the prototype system are described in the following

sections. The prototype is developed within KEE, IntelliCorp [47], on an Apollo

3500 workstation.

5.2 Scope of the Prototype System
The design of the prototype system has been centred on the damage tolerance

design process. To get a manageable amount of information, both the process

information and the structure information have been further restricted. In the current

implementation, the process information has been concentrated to damage tolerance

design by means of the program CAFE, Saab [39]. Remaining parts in the process

are represented on a global level but do not contain any description of details and

cannot automatically be modelled and controlled in the prototype system. This

includes finite element analysis of unit load cases in ASKA, Saab [33], and the

subsequent combination of results from these analyses with a global load sequence
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into local load sequences or spectra in SPEKS, Saab [40]. However, these results, in

forms of spectra or sequences, of other process parts that are used in the system are

stored on files and represented by file objects in the prototype system.

The structure information that describes the models represented in the system

covers all basic parts that are needed to perform a complete damage tolerance

analysis. Process information of a crack growth analysis includes the modelling and

simulation process but does not currently include the evaluation process. To limit

the amount of data, but to keep functionality, a simplified and hypothetical model of

a transport aircraft has been used as a test bed and demonstration model when

working out typical structural design cases. This means that realistic models, but

including less data, can be studied and modelled in the system. A further description

of the simplified aircraft model and additional system information is given in the

succeeding sections.

It has not been the intention to value the methods used in the original process. In

addition, no alternative design or analysis methods have been studied and no new

development of such methods has been made.

From the user's point of view, the prototype covers the damage tolerance analysis

process and points out possibilities for integration of the complete damage tolerance

design process with other process parts in the remaining structural design and

analysis methodology.

5.3 Knowledge Acquisition and
Analysis

Various sources have been used for collection of knowledge for the prototype

system including: articles, reports, manuals, books, interviews, and personal

knowledge.

The system specification work can be seen as an iterative prototype development

within the KEE system, where the conceptualisations were defined, debugged and

tested. In addition, ideas from conceptual modelling. Sundgren [70], and object-

oriented analysis (OOA), Coad and Yourdon [68], have been used for specification

and analysis in different design phases. The main part of the specification work has

been made directly within the KEE system, where the graphical tools for concept

specification and debugging have been of significant aid.
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5.4 Problem Domain Knowledge
The aim was to design a generic shell or so called intelligent front end for structural

design and analysis with the restrictions presented in Section 5.2. An intelligent

front end works as an intelligent interface of the underlying software system, which

in this prototype mainly consists of the CAFE program and its data and result files.

| 1 Crack Growth Analyse

Figure 5.1. Conceptualisation of the damage tolerance analysis process in
an OOA diagram.

Thus, the problem domain includes damage tolerance design and analysis using

fracture mechanics calculations. The CAFE program covers the fracture mechanics

analysis area but does not explicitly support the user in the actual analysis and

design process. The knowledge that controls the analysis and design process is

provided by the engineer, and by standard specifications and manuals. To be able to

interact with the CAFE program the problem domain must also be extended to
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contain knowledge on communication of data and control of execution of the CAFE

program. In addition the communication with the user must be included.

The complete knowledge domain can be divided into one part that is related to actual

problem solving, called the structural design domain, and another part which is of

more supportive nature, called computing domain.

If we turn to the structural design domain and first study the problem-solving

process, it is possible to identify and divide the complete process into a number of

related activities. A suggestion to such a conceptualisation and categorisation of the

damage tolerance analysis process is given in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.2. Conceptualisation of the crack growth analysis case in an OOA
diagram.

The top activity represents the complete crack growth analysis that is further divided

into the subactivities modelling, simulation, and evaluation. A modelling activity

covers the preparation of an analysis case and is further divided into suitable

subactivities according to the figure. The simulation activity includes generation of

data file, allocation of data and result files, execution of the program and transferring

of results back into the analysis model. Since there is currently no interaction with
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the program during the execution, a further division of the simulation activity has

not been considered necessary. Likewise, the evaluation activity is not divided

further since it is basically just the value of one parameter, the lifetime, which should

be identified and evaluated.

In analogy with the problem-solving process a similar structure can be identified for

the problem model as shown in Figure 5.2. For the problem model, the abstract

concepts are called objects and form a structure where every object has a

corresponding activity in the activity structure. On the highest level the concept

crack growth analysis case represents the complete problem model. The analysis

case concept is divided into an analysis algorithm concept, representing the solution

method, and an analysis model concept that represents the domain properties of the

problem. A further refinement divides the analysis model into a geometry, a material

and a load model that contains attributes describing the analysis model in fracture

mechanics terms.

Figure 5.3. A finite-element model of a fictive short-range transport aircraft
with typical design cases for damage tolerance design.

As mentioned in Section 5.2 and shown in Figure 5.3, a fictive transport aircraft has

been modelled to get a manageable amount of data in the prototype development

This fictive aircraft model exists as a simplified tinite-element model and represents

a short-range transport aircraft. Much of the data of the finite-element model, such

as stiffness, weight distribution and load cases as well as the global load sequence,

I
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have been simplified. However, this model works well as a demonstration model for

simulating (the functionality of) the damage tolerance design process. Details

concerning the finite-element model and its data are presented in Ansel] [72].

Together with Saab, we have defined three typical design cases for damage tolerance

design of the aircraft model pointed out in Figure 5.3, namely:

• Lower skin joint of main wing exposed to tension loads (design case 1),

• Fuselage top exposed to axial stress (design case 2), and

• Fuselage top exposed to circumferential stress (design case 3).

All three design cases require basically the same structure of the model and

functionality of the process. To limit the discussion we treat only the lower skin

joint problem, which is modelled as a joint between two plates and a stringer as

shown in Figure 5.4. In the damage tolerance design of such a structure, there are

several phases in which elementary analysis models are analysed and then combined

into a complete model of the entire crack propagation problem. The crack

propagation starts at one of the rivet holes and then continues until it reaches

another rivet Several cracks may exist in every situation and the propagation takes

place at the most critical of these cracks. The propagation continues until the global

structure has become unstable. Thus, the crack propagation takes the form of a

sequence of phases where both the single phase and the sequence must be

represented.
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Figure 5.4. Location and structure model for the lower skin joint of the
main wing.
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A crack propagation between two rivet holes can then be divided into an initialisation

of the crack at one rivet hole, a free crack propagation through the plate and a

subsequent propagation along the plate until it reaches the neighbouring rivet hole.

To arrive at a stop criterion, the analysis process must start with a residual strength

analysis of the structure to determine the critical crack size. In the free crack shape

propagation phase, the crack is modelled by means of the first geometry model in

Figure 5.5. If the crack has not become critical before it has propagated through the

thickness of the plate, a subsequent analysis must be carried out using another

elementary model. This is accomplished by using the second geometry model in

Figure S.5 and the final crack size from the preceding analysis as a starting

condition. If the crack still not is critical when reaching the next rivet hole, the

analysis must proceed even further until the crack reaches a critical stage.

This structure can be represented by a sequence of analysis case objects within a

design case object Likewise, the corresponding activity structure can be represented

in a similar scheme as outlined in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 5.5. Elementary models for (load-)geometry functions. Singular
quarter elliptical comer crack at a hole in a finite plate (I).
Single sided crack at a central circular hole in a finite width
sheet (II).

The concepts described so far must also be completed with additional information.

If we look at a certain instance of the description, such as the "design case 1"

defined earlier, the concept structure for the crack growth analysis case can be

completed with state parameters describing physical and analysis properties shown

in Figure 5.6. These parameters should be able to represent numerical values as well

as symbolic references for certain properties. It is also necessary to represent

restrictions on single or composite properties. For the load-geometry function of

geometry model (I) the following restrictions are defined in Saab [39]:

0.2 <. major crack radius/minor crack radius <, 2.0,

0.5 <, hole radius/plate thickness £ 2.0,

(hole radius + minor crack radius) / plate width < 1.0,
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major crack radius/plate thickness < 1.0 if a = 0, and

major crack radius/plate thickness < 0.8 if a > 0,

where a is a ratio between bending and tension loads.

For the residual strength analysis, a specific analysis case for "design case 1" is

presented in Figure 5.7. As seen, several main concepts are common with the crack

growth analysis case but some state parameters are different.
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Figure 5.6. Conceptual model of a specific crack growth analysis case in

an OOA diagram.

Thus, the main concepts for describing the damage tolerance design process have

been outlined, along with their properties and mutual connections. In addition some

restrictions that need to be represented have been exemplified. This is not an

exhaustive description of the domain knowledge and in a further development of

this system it is possible to identify and represent more knowledge in forms of

relations, restrictions, etc. However, the global function of the domain knowledge is

covered by the activity and object structures described earlier. To have the ability of

manipulating these concepts, there is also a need to represent control knowledge.
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This includes the existence, permissibility and completeness of concepts and is

described further in Section 5.6.
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Rgure 57. Conceptual mode! of a specific residual strength analysis case
in an OOA diagram.

In the computing domain the corresponding conceptualisation structure is outlined

in Figure 5.8. Currently, the only activity concept is software processing. This

concept represents the execution process of a software including the generation of

data and result files which is the information media. The corresponding object

structure describes the software and file system. A structure of a software is

represented by a hierarchical set of software process concepts, which represents a

real or abstract division of the software into parts. Every process can have a related

command set that contains the relevant commands of this process. Some general

commands may be valid for several processes. The appropriate configuration of this

software structure is depending on the analysis type. An actual and physical

program and its properties are referenced by the tool concept To keep track of files

in the file system, the data and result file concepts are used.
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Using this conceptualisation structure to describe the specific parts of the CAFE

program corresponding to "design case 1" ends up in the structure in Figure 5.9.

The software processing concept keeps information on which TOOL (program) to

use and where to get data and put results. It also has a connection to the conceptual

program model that describes the configured structure of the program for a certain

analysis class. In addition, the software processing concept should describe how to

configure the data file, how to allocate this and the result file and how to perform an

execution of the program.
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Figure 5.8. Conceptualisation of the computing domain in an OOA
digram.

A model of the computing process for "design case 1" includes the software

processes corresponding to the concerned modules in CAFE. To each process a

command set concept is related which groups the commands belonging to the
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process. Some commands, such as the STOP COMMAND, are shared by several

processes. A command has a description of its own structure and, if relevant, from

which concept or concepts it should collect infonnation and data. There must also

be methods available to generate input to the data file. Additionally, there must be

control knowledge for representing existence, permissibility, completeness, etc. for

these conceptual models. How the representation of control knowledge and the

other domain knowledge is accomplished is presented in Section 5.6.
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Figure 5.9. Conceptual model of a specific crack growth analysis
computing case.
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5.5 The Design of the Prototype
In this section the system design on a global level is described, i.e. the system

architecture and the main organisation of domain knowledge.

The preconditions for this work included the idea of a generic system for structural

design and analysis. This involves the use of existing application programs, a

possibility to integrate domain knowledge, and a system design that permits

exchange of information with other problem domains. Desirable characteristics of

the system would be useability and flexibility.

In the problem domain of structural design and analysis there are large and complex

information sets that must be described and represented. To reduce the complexity it

is natural and common to structure the information in some sense. To structure the

information also means that the information content increases or at least becomes

more visible. Further, the main part of the information used for structural analysis

and design is known but it is often spread around many sources, such as specialist

literature, standard and industry specifications, project specifications, software,

engineer, etc. Thus, if the information does not have a proper form and structure, it

will not be accessible and usable. For instance, a piece of information may not be

explicitly represented and, thus, cannot be efficiently retrieved. To obtain an efficient

and suitable information structure an identification, analysis and formalisation of the

information that is relevant in this situation, is required.

To meet the preconditions mentioned in the beginning of this section there has been

an aim to get an information structure with such a generality that it is applicable to,

or at least extendible to, a wider class of design and analysis systems. It has also

been an aim to design a system architecture that is tolerant to change, i.e. a system

with a transparent representation and a thoroughly analysed design that will be

easier to develop, maintain and use. A more understandable system will also

facilitate a possible redesign of the system or even a future replacement of the

system.

These ideas have resulted in a system architecture illustrated in Figure 5.10. The

central part in the system is a conceptualisation that currently consists of relevant

descriptions of structural design and analysis, specific programs, and general

computing environment This conceptualisation includes concepts and relationships

within the application domain and works as knowledge modeller, as well as

communication interface to users, other domains, and the application programs. As

described in Section 4.1, this kind of software systems is sometimes referred to as
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intelligent interfaces or intelligent front ends. A more proper term is perhaps be

generic system, which better associates to the broad application area and the ability

of maintaining and preserving domain knowledge and to generate application

models.

INTELLIGENT FRONT END

Generic Domain

• Structural M g n

• Computing

4 — •

Specific Domain

• Structural DM0n

• Computing

\ /

Application Domain

• AppfcalfenMo

EXTERNAL SOFTWARE

Application Programs

•ASKA
•SPEKS
• CAFE

4 — 0

Data Bases/Files

• QMfflttry »Load
• ItatorW •HmiMs

Figure 5.10. Architecture of the IFE prototype system.

A concept-oriented description is easier to modify and redesign than a more

implementation-dependent description. Even in a concept-oriented description it is

important to emanate from a description that is as well established as possible. The

more general a description level is, the more important this fact becomes, because a

larger part of the problem domain is being involved. In the conceptualisation of the

domain knowledge, three independent principles of division have been used on a

global level to define context classes and categories.

Firstly, the domain knowledge is divided into subdotnains or knowledge sources, in

this case STRUCTURAL DESIGN and COMPUTING. Within each subdomain,

knowledge specific to this field or domain is collected. Thus, within the

STRUCTURAL DESIGN domain, concepts and interrelationships associated with

structural design are placed, such as analysis methods, analysis models, etc.

including their usage. Likewise, within the domain concept COMPUTING, it is possible
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to collect concepts describing programs, files, etc. and their usage. Depending on

different properties, such as manageability and representation needs, it might be

necessary to continue the division into knowledge domains and subdomains further.

For instance, parts of the structural design domain can be divided further into a

mathematics and a physics domain.

The second division principle emanates from the level of generality or applicability

that a certain concept has in a context or a specific domain. If there are domains or

subdomains where it is possible to identify several and parallel (redundant) concept

descriptions which own different levels of generality, it might be beneficial to

separate these concept models. In this case, it was possible to separate the

knowledge domain into a general and a specific part The general part provides a

description of methods and models for damage tolerance design placed in a

framework for structural design and expressed in a general terminology. It is

suitable to base this general description and terminology on scientific models and

methods and other general knowledge and experience that holds within this domain.

In the specific description, the concept domain describes methods and models used

in a specific context or application. For instance, the concept domain that is used in

damage tolerance design by Saab may differ from the general concept domain. A

similar situation can be identified a the description of the computing domain. A

general conceptualisation for programs, file system, etc. and their usage can be

separated from a specific description of, in this case, the CAFE program, data and

result files along with their usage.

By means of the third division principle the concept domain is divided into objects

and activities, which describe the structure and the process of the problem domain.

These concepts are discussed in more detail in Section 5.6.

In an implementation perspective, the general concept descriptions of the two

subdomains are currently arranged in the knowledge base IFE_GENERIC_DOMAIN.

Likewise, the specific concept descriptions are arranged in the knowledge base

IFE_SPECIFIC_DOMAIN. These knowledge bases are further divided into

subdomains, which consist of conceptual models of damage tolerance design

(damage tolerance analysis, analysis models, etc.) and computing (programs, files,

etc.) for both the general and the specific level where applicable. The main part of

the control knowledge is implemented as rules and has been separated in the

knowledge base IFE_RULE_BASE, not explicitly shown in Figure 5.10. The rule base

has a zLnilai structure as the two preceding knowledge bases which means that all

relevant concepts have a corresponding rule class controlling its behaviour.
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The user communicates with the system through a graphical user interface (GUI)

which is represented within the computing domain. There, the description of the

concepts and methods that control the communication with programs and files is

also placed.

When the system is used, for example, for carrying out a damage tolerance analysis,

the general knowledge and the specific knowledge are combined into an application.

Thus, all information that is needed in describing a specific damage tolerance

analysis is generated in an application knowledge base, IFE_APPLICATION_DOMAIN.

This application knowledge base consists of a conceptual structure that gives a

description of both the product process and the product model within the application

domain. This means that the application knowledge base automatically provides an

explicit documentation of both structure and process of the application including its

command and software structure.

Section 5.6 provides a more detailed presentation of the knowledge representation

for different parts of the system and is followed by an example in Section 5.7.

5.6 Knowledge Representation
The actual domain knowledge should be represented within the subdomains. It is

then necessary to obtain representation of concepts and their interrelations which is

relevant in the context Damage tolerance analysis needs for example concepts for

the analysis process, analysis model and the properties describing these. An

analysis model needs to be related to an analysis process, the analysis process and

the model can be divided into subparts and it can be necessary to describe the order

between different parts. In addition, properties should be related to these parts which

could also include restrictions on the properties. To be able to use the domain

knowledge, there must also be some kind of control structure that keeps the

knowledge consistent Finally, a suitable knowledge-representation technique is

required for representing the domain knowledge to make it useful.

The conceptual domain models are implemented as frame-based class taxonomies (a

frame is named "unit" in the KEE system). These combine with a corresponding

rule taxonomy consisting of control knowledge for structure and process. From the

class and rule taxonomies is, during execution, an instance model of a specific

application generated which has a more complex concept structure. The concept

structures are designed according to object-oriented design but extended with a rule-

based inference that permits a more dynamic representation.
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In the preceding Sections 3.5 and 5.5 the conceptualisation of the domain

knowledge into objects and activities was discussed. This is a superior classification

of the domain knowledge that provides an explicit and declarative representation of

both structure and process of the application, i.e. the problem domain. Thus, an

activity or the corresponding object can be treated individually.

This description technique resembles the division of concepts into object and

generic methods used in the Common Lisp Object System, CLOS, Bobrow et al.

[73]. Similar ideas are also presented in Genesereth and Nilsson [50] for describing

state and change.
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Completeness Rules
Tools

Activate

1
1
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Obiect

Name
Comment
Subobiect
State Parameters
Related Object
Status
Completeness Rules

1

i!

1

Figure 5.11. The basic activity and object conceptualisation structure.

With the notation used in Coad and Yourdon [68], the basic activity and object

structure is shown in Figure 5.11. The ACTIVITY concept is a process entity, e.g.

geometry modelling, which refers to a specific or overall part of some domain

process. This activity can be further divided into several subactivities using the

SUBTASK part-of relation. An activity instance has a RELATED OBJECT relation that

provides a connection between the process entity and the structure entity. The

structure entity or OBJECT, such as an analysis model, is here interpreted as a

domain object, i.e. the "data model". Even the object can be further divided by

means of a part-of relation called SUBOBJECT. For the OBJECT entity, the RELATED

OBJECT relation refers to a parallel description of the same, or almost the same

concept, providing a connection between a general and a specific description. In the

context of damage tolerance design and the CAFE program, a possible "related

activity" relation, for an activity entity, has no meaning since there are no

corresponding activities in the CAFE program.
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In addition, both the ACTIVITY and OBJECT concept have a STATE PARAMETERS

property for holding the state properties, such as the crack length and the plate

thickness of a crack growth geometry model. There is also STATUS property that

holds the status of the concept expressed in terms of permissibility and

completeness and is controlled by certain PERMISSIBILITY RULES and

COMPLETENESS RULES rule classes. Finally, the activity entities have an ACTIVATE

method which is used to start a specific activity. Object entities are activated by their

corresponding activity. All types of relations and properties are implemented as

frame attributes (or slots in KEE terminology) and their values are other frames.

Except for the STATUS attribute, for which the values are character strings (actually

the word type in KEE).
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Rgure 5.12. A simplified view of the activity structure in
IFE.GENERIC.DOMAIN.

Within the IFE_GENERIC_DOMAIN knowledge base the general concept structures of

the structural design domain and the computing domain are specified in forms of

class taxonomies. A simplified view of these taxonomies is presented in Figures

5.12 and 5.13, and for a more complete view of the current status of the

IFE_GENERIC_DOMAIN knowledge base the reader is referred to Appendix A. In this

knowledge base, a general class structure is implemented that permits a
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representation of activities and objects. For the structural design domain the basic

activity classes are:

• design,

• analysis,

• modelling,

• simulation, and

• evaluation.

The design and analysis classes are abstract classes for different types of structural

design and analysis activities. These basic classes are specialised into classes for

damage tolerance desigr, crack growth analysis, residual strength analysis, etc. It is

possible to extend this structure to include other basic activity classes or design and

analysis activities such as finite element analysis, design against plasticity or

endurance, etc. The MODELLING, SIMULATION, and EVALUATION classes are abstract

classes and their subclasses provide instances that are used as subactivities of

design and analysis instances. Further down the structure we have the classes

specifically defined for the damage tolerance design process. The conceptual

meaning of these classes is stated in Sections 3.4-5.

Likewise, for the corresponding and simplified object class taxonomy in the

structural design domain, the basic object classes include:

• design case,

• analysis case,

• analysis algorithm,

• analysis model,

• geometry model,

• material model,

• load model, and

• state parameters.

As for the activity structure, the basic object classes are designed to be general

enough to fit several kinds of design and analysis types. In addition, it is not

necessary to have a one-to-one conespondence between activity and object classes.

For instance, the ANALYSIS CASE class is the super class of the related object of the

ANALYSIS, MODELLING, SIMULATION and EVALUATION activities.

There is a correspondence between the structural design domain and the computing

domain, in that there is a similar activity and object structure even if it does not have

the same level of details. For the computing domain, the only activity class that has

currently been defined is:

• software processing.
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Figure 5.13. A simplified view of the object structure in
IFE_GENERIC_DOMAIN.
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Figure 5.14. A simplified view of computing-related part of the object
structure in IFE_SPECIFIC_DOMAIN.
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Figure 5.15. An instance model of a crack growth analysis in the
IFE_APPLICATION_DOMAIN knowledge base.



The SOFTWARE PROCESSING activity class is currently considered to be sufficient

for controlling the execution of application programs. Instances of this class can be

activated from a simulation activity for execution of some application program, in

this case CAFE. Also, the creation and aUocation of data and result files are handled

by this activity. To provide other types of execution strategies it might be a good

idea to make a further conceptualisation of the computing activities.
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Rgure 5.16. The class structure of the IFE_RULE_BASE knowledge base.

The corresponding object classes in the computing domain include:

• software process,

• software command set,

• software command,

• tools,

• file, and

• user interface management (UIM) system.

An instance of the SOFTWARE PROCESS class is related to a SOFTWARE PROCESSING

activity and contains the process structure, its related command sets, and commands

for carrying out an execution. The TOOLS class serves as a classification root to

application programs, and an instance of its subclasses is related to a software

processing activity along with a data file acd a result file that are instances of

subclasses of the F I L E class. Currently the UIM system class have certain
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subclasses for some simple menus, but is designed to be a place holder for the

graphical user interface.

The general concept structure in the knowledge base IFE_GENERIC_DOMAIN just

described also has a corresponding concept structure in the knowledge base

IFE_SPECIFIC_DOMAIN. This knowledge base includes an application program

specific description of all relevant concepts in the general description. It can also

include concepts that do not need a general description, like for instance local

program parameters. As seen in Figure 5.14, there are no specific activity classes

since an activity has no relevance to the application program. In this knowledge base

it is possible to recognise the structure and commands of the CAFE program. Every

command that has variations is modelled as a class and is instantiated with

appropriate parameter values at execution. It is also possible to recognise the

fracture mechanics concepts used by CAFE. At execution instances of specific

classes are related to a corresponding instance of a generic class at every relevant

level which is shown in Figure S.1S.

When performing, for instance, a crack growth analysis activity, an instance model

for this activity is created in the IFE_APPLICATION_DOMAIN knowledge base as

presented in Figure 5.15. All relations in the instance model are automatically

created and appropriate values of state parameters are provided in interaction with

the user. The control of this process is partly treated by the inheritance system <uid

implemented methods for activation of activities, generation of data files, etc. An

activation of an activity is actually made by creating an activity object and activating

a query concerning the state of the activity.

(changeto_compfete_status_ruk_gcggniiiwclOO

((if
(?activity is io class
#[unit generic_crack_growth_geometry_mode'_inodeling ife_generic_danain])
(and (the ielated_object of ?activity is ?a_generic_crack_giowih_geciinctry_inodel)

(?a_generic_aack_growth_geometry_jnodel is in class
geoeric_aack_growth_geometry_model ife_generic_domain])
(find (the status of ?a_generic_crack_growtb_geometry_model is complete)

using (crack_growtb_geomctry_inodeLcoinpleteocss_rules ifejrulejnse)))
then

(change.to (the status of ?activity is complete)))))

Figure 5.17. An example of an activity completeness rule.
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(cbangeto_compkte_status_rule_gcggnioc200

((if
(?object is in class #[unit: generic_aack_growth_geomeöy_modelife_generic_dcffliam])
(?object is in class
#[unit sheet_with_central_hote_aDd_single_or_(Jouble_sided_cracks ife_generic_domain])
(and (the related_object of ?object is ?a_speäfk_crack_growth_geomeljry_inodel)

(?a ŝpecific_crack_growth_ge<Mnetry_nK)del is in class
#[unit specific_crack_growth_geomelry_inodel ife_generic_domain]>)

(and (tbestate_pafametersof?objeais?a_geoinetric_function)
(?a_geometric_function is in class #[unit: gcometric_function ife_generic_domain]))

(and (tbestate_parametersof ?objectis?a_no_of_ctack_tips)
(?a_no_of_crack_tips is in class #[unit no_of_crack_tips ife_generic_domain]))

(and (tbe state_parametm of ?object is ?a_crack_length)
(?a_crack_lengtb is in class #[unic crack_length ife_generic_domain]))

(and (thestate_paramctersof ?objectis?a_hole_radius)
(?a_bole_radins is in class #[unit hole.radius ife_generic_domain]))

(and (tbestate_patametersof?objeais?a_plate_thkkness)
(?a_plate_tbickness is in class #[unic platc_thickness ife_generic_domain]))

(and (tbe state_parameters of ?object is ?a_plate_widtb)
(?a_plate_widtb is in class #[unit plate.widtb ife_generic_domain]))

(lisp (get_value_nxm_uiv '(uiv_crack_growtb_gecnieay_niodeLtype2
ife_genericjmowledge) ?objea»

(and
(find (toe status of ?a_plate_widtb is complete)

using (state_param«er_completeness_rules ife_tule_base))
(find (tbe status of ?a_plate_thickness is complete)

using (state_parameter_completeness_niles ife_ruk_base))
(find (the status of ?a_hole_radius is complete)

using (state_parameter_completeuess_rules ife_rale_base))
(find (tbe status of ?a_crackjengtb is complete)

using (state jMrameter_compteteness_niks ife_rule_base))
(find (the status of ?a_no_of_crack_tips is complete)

using (state_paiameter_compleieness_niles ife_mle_base))
(find (tbe status of ?a_geometric Junction is complete)

using (state_parameter_ccmpletenessjniles ife_rule_hase))
(tbe status of ?a_specific_crack_growth_geometry_model is complete))

then
(change.to (tbe status of ?object is complete)))))

Figure 5.18. An example of an object completeness rule.

(add_pcrmiuibk_ftatiis_rnk_»ptoplOO

((if (?objectisin class #[unic cafe_plate_tbicknessife_specific_domain])
(find (and (tbe value of ?object is ?a_value)

(lisp (> ?a_value 0.0))))
then

(add (tbe status of ?object is permissible)))))

Figure 5.19. An example of an object permissibility rule.
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The query starts an inference process for completing the activity. The control of this

process is managed by problem-oriented rules in the IFE_RULE_BASE knowledge

base. A simplified view of the rule class structure is shown in Figure 5.16. These

rules are divided into permissibility rules and completeness rules and control

existence, permissibility, and completeness of every instantiated object and its

parameters. There are different rule classes for

• adding state parameters,

• adding objects,

• adding activities,

• checking state parameter permissibility,

• checking state parameter completeness,

• checking object permissibility,

• checking object completeness,

• checking activity permissibility, and

• checking activity completeness.

Figure 5.20. The basic class structure of the GUI.

Figures 5.17 and 5.18, show examples of completeness rules for an activity and an

object respectively. Figure 5.19 shows a simple permissibility rule for a state

parameter. Section 5.7.1 contains an example of a more complex permissibility rule

together with several additional examples of different rules for controlling an

analysis. The structure of the rule base is in correspondence with the structure of the

knowledge bases for the generic and specific domain. This means that there is a

small rule set for controlling the performance of instances of every object class. It is

then quite easy to restrict the search space for the rule inference. It should be

possible to use fewer but more generic rules to define the same functionality by

using the object specification on class level However, the inference process became

quite inconvenient i KEE using that approach and the approach with more explicit

rules presented here was chosen instead.
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There is also a class structure for a graphical user interface, GUI, implemented

along the guidelines for a fully functional user interface. Currently, there are only a

few specific menus implemented. This pan of the work is treated in more detail in

Johansson [63]. The class structure for the GUI is presented in Figure 5.20 and

some examples of the menus are provided in Figure 5.21.

• < • • * •

Figure 5.21. Examples of menus generated by the GUI system.

The suggested conceptual description of the prototype system with its different

knowledge bases and internal structure can probably be developed further, but also

the current version shows how a high level of structure can be introduced into these

kinds of systems. It is further shown how to describe both application-dependent

structure and process in a declarative form that increases transparency and flexibility

of the system. This, not only, includes a declarative specification of concept

structures, but also of the process by a declarative specification of control by means

of rules and the status attribute of objects and activities.

5.7 An Example
This section presents an example of a session with the prototype system, called

GENGINEER, including the development of a crack growth analysis model to be

analysed with the CAFE program. In addition, this process is compared to the same

process carried out in the original CAFE program.

The problem to be modelled is illustrated as "design case 1" in Figures 5.24 and

5.25, presented in Section 5.5. The "design case 1" illustrates a lower skin joint of
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main wing exposed to tension loads. It is supposed that a small crack is located at a

hole nearest to the skin edge. Stated as a fracture mechanics problem, the first phase

of this analysis can be modelled by the load and geometry situation represented by

the elementary case described in Figure 3.10. The crack is supposed to be a single

quarter crack with radius (A, C) of 1.27 mm. The hole radius (R) is defined to 2.5

mm, the plate thickness (T) to 3.0 mm, and the plate width (2B) to 30.0 mm.

Further, the material is defined to be Aluminium 3523-03 Sheet and the loading

condition is defined by the wrbm. rf c load spectrum. Thus, the problem is to decide

if, and in that case when, the crack length becomes critical. We will first follow the

analysis of the problem in the prototype system, GENGINEER.

Figure 5.22. Initial view in the GENGINEER system. Activation of the
system is made in the lisp window to the left. The generation
of the analysis model can be followed in the large right-most
output window.

5.7.1 A GENGINEER - CAFE Session

The initiation of the prototype system is made by sending a message in the left-

centred lisp-window, illustrated in Figure 5.22,

(unitmsg 'aa_ife_test 'start_ife),

to a procedure object that activates a menu-driven activity loop. In the main activity

menu, seen in Figure 5.23, the appropriate activity is activated by mouse-clicking. A
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procedure, connected to the main menu, creates an activity object in the

IFE_APPLICATON_XX knowledge base by sending a message to the corresponding

activity class. All objects created in this knowledge base are shown in the output

window and the first object is the GENERIC_CRACK_GROWTH_ANALYSIS . i object,

shown in Figure 5.24. The inference process that controls the execution is then

started by sending a message to the activity object The method puts a query to the

inference system about the status of the activity. In the Tell-and-Ask language of

KEE, the query is stated as:

(query '(the status of ?an_activity_unit is complete)
(get.value ?an_activity_unit
'completeness_rules)).

If the status of the activity is complete, a message is returned to the user that the

activity is already done and another activity can be started from the main menu or

you can leave the system by the menu's quit option.

In the normal case the status of the activity is not complete and the inference process

starts a search process to find facts that can complete the activity. In this case, of a

crack growth analysis activity, the rule that controls the completeness is presented in

Figure 5.25. In this rule we see what has to be fulfilled before a crack growth

analysis activity is complete. This includes the allocation of a tool to perform the

analysis - that is the CAFE program in this case, an allocation of a complete analysis

case, and a completion of the modelling and simulation subactivities. For

completeness, there should be a third evaluation subactivity that is currently not

implemented.

The inference process is then continued with the tool allocation and the creation and

allocation of the analysis case, modelling activity, and simulation activity. Figures

5.26 through 5.29 presents the rules that govern this phase. We then have the four

objects in our application knowledge base that are listed in the output window in

Figure 5.30.

The analysis process is continued by choosing what kind of analysis algorithm to

be used from a pop-up menu. This menu is shown in Figure 5.31, and the algorithm

in our case is CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION as in the problem specification.

After the algorithm has been chosen, the analysis case can be modelled. This part of

the inference process begins by choosing, by means of a pop-up menu, an

appropriate load-geometry function to be modelled as illustrated in Figure 5.32. At

this stage in the process, the values for different parameters in the load-geometry

function should be specified. This is made through a menu, which is automatically
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generated for the appropriate load-geometry function. The menu, which corresponds

to the geometry in our example, is then filled in by mouse-clicking in the value

fields, editing the value, and finishing by a carriage return. The user confirms or

cancels the editing of the complete menu by an OK or a CANCEL button. In the

prototype system, these buttons are hidden in a pop-up menu in the title bar of the

menu window. The looks of the menu for specifying the load-geometry function in

our case, before and after editing of the value fields, are presented in Figures 5.33

and 5.34. If the user forgets to provide a value that is required in the subsequent

analysis, the system asks the user for this value after the menu is completed.

At this stage of the analysis the application knowledge base contains the objects

shown in the output window in Figures 5.33 or 5.34, and enlarged in Figure 5.35.

The structure of this object set is presented in Figure 5.36. In Figure 5.36, for

instance, we see that certain objects have a CAFE_ prefix, which states that these

objects correspond to the CAFE-related description of the crack growth analysis

process. Thus, there are two similar and related concept structures that describe the

crack growth analysis in general and specific terminology. The CAFE-specific

concept structure is later used for automatic generation of the concept structure that

describes the command sequence for the CAFE execution, and its control.

The control of the instantiation of the geometry model is done by a similar rule set

as for the crack growth analysis activity shown earlier. The completeness of the

3DIM_WITH_SINGLE_QUARTER_ELLIPTICAL_C0RNER_CRACK object is Controlled by

the rule in Figure 5.37. As seen in Figure 5.36, the 3DIM_WITH_SINGLE_-

QUARTER_ELLIPTICAL_CORNER_CRACK object has a related object in the CAFE-

specific domain, namely the CAFE_3DIM_WITH_SINGLE_QUARTER_ELLIPTICAL_-

CORNER_CRACK object These objects are associated by the RELATED_OBJECT

relation, and are controlled by an ADD_RELATED_OBJECT rule listed in Figure 5.38.

Each type of load-geometry function includes different types of state parameters. In

our case, there are five parameters included in the 3DIM_330 function, as seen in

Figure 5.37. We can follow the inference procedure for one of these, for example

the MINOR_CRACK_RADIUS parameter. The completeness of this state parameter is

controlled by the COMPLETENESS RULE and the ADD_RELATED_OBJECT rule, listed in

Figures 5.39 and 5.40, respectively.

A similar rule structure controls the CAFE-specific objects, the

CAFE_3DIM_WITH_SINGLE_QUARTER_ELLIPTICAL_CORNER_CRACK and the

CAFE_MINOR_CRACK_RADIUS object, except for the ADD_RELATED_OBJECT rules

which have no relevance. Further, values of specific state parameters are consistent

with those of their generic relatives.
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Hgure5.23. The main activity menu for choosing a design or analysis
activity.

Figure 5.24. The first object has been created in the application knowledge
base.
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(changeto_complete_statas_rule_gcgMclOO

((if (?activity is in class #[unit: genenc_crack_growtb_analysis ife_generic_domain])
(and (the tools of ?activity is ?a_tool)

(?a_tool is in class #[unit: fracture_mecnanics_software ife_generic_domain)))
(and (therelated_o^ectcrf?activityis?a^eoerk_crack_growth_analysis_case)

(?a_geoeric_cradL_growth_analysis_case is in class
#[umc gcneric_crackL_growtb_analysis_casc ife_generic_domain]))

(and (tbesubcasksof ?activityis?a_aack_growth_analysis_modeling_activity)
(?a_aack_growth_analysis_modelmg_activity is in class
#[unic gencric_crack_growth_analysis_nK)deling ife_generic_domain]))

(and (the subcasks of ?activity is?a_crack_growtb_analysis_simulation_activity)
(?a_crack_growth_analysis_simulation_activity is in class
#[uniu geoeric_CTack_growtfa_analysisjsimuIation ife_generic_domain]))

(and (find (the status of ?a_cradc_growth_analysis_modeling_activity is complete)
using (crack_growtJj_analysis_nMxteling_completeness_niles ife_rule_base))

(find (the status of ?a_generic_aack_growth_analysis_case is complete)
using (aack_growtb_analysis_case_completeness_/ules ife_rule_hase))

(find (the status of ?a_crack_growth_analysis_siinulation_activity is complete)
using (crack_growth_analysis_simulation_complettness_rules ife_rule_base)))

then
(cbange.to (the status of ?activity is complete)))))

Figure 5.25. The completeness rule that controls a crack growth analysis
activity.

(chaitgeto_took_rulc_scgaaclOO

((if (?activity is in class #[uniu generic_crarJc_growth_analysis ife_geoeric_domaiD])
(cantfind (find (tne tools of ?activity is ?a_tooJ) using nojules))
(find (and (?a_cafe_vask» is in class #[unic cafe ife_specific_domain])

(the status of ?a_cafe_version is complete)) using no .rules)
then
(change.to (the tools of ?activity is ?a_cafe_versk»)))))

Figure 5.26. The rule that allocates the CAFE program to the analysis
activity

(add_relaUd_object_ruk_gcgaaclO0

((if (?activity is in class #[unit generic_crack_growthjanalysis ife_generic_domain])
(cantfind

(find ((the related_object of ?activity) is in class
#[unic generic_crack_growth_analysis_case ife_generic_domain]) using no.rules))

(?a_generic_crack_growtb_analysis_case =
(create.unit (gewemp "GENERIC_CRACK_GROWTH_ANALYSIS_CASE.")
'ife_applicatk»_xx nil #[unit: generic_crack_growth_analysis_case ife_generic_domain]))
then
(add (the relaied.object of ?acti vity is ?a_generic_crack_growth_analysis_case)))))

Figure 5.27. The rules that allocates and creates the crack growth analysis
case
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(add_subtask_rale_gcgiacl20

((if (?acävity is in class #[unit: geoeric_crack_growth_analysis ife_geoeric_dom»n])
(cantiind

(find ((tbe subtasks of ?activity) is in dass
#[unic generic_aadc_growth_analysis_modeling ife_geaeric_domain]) using nojuks))

(?a_generic_crack_gxowth_analysis_modclmg_acävity =
(create-unit (gentemp "GENERIC_CRAC3eGROWTH_ANALYSIS_MODELING.")
'ife_appäcabon_xx nil #[unit genenc_aadc_growtn_analysis_modeling
ife_geoaic_domain]))
then
(add (tbe subtasks of ?activity is ?a_generic_crack_growtb_analysis_modeling_activity)))))

Figure 5.28. The rules that allocates and creates the crack growth analysis
modelling activity

(add_snbtask_nile_gcgMcllO

((if (?activity is in class #[unit generic_crack_growth_analysis ife_generic_domain])
(cantfind

((tbe subtasks of ?activity) is in class
#[unic geoeric_cra±_growlb_anaJysis_simalaoon ife_generic_domam]>
using DO jules))

(?a_generic_crack_growth_analysis_siniiilation_activity=
(acate.unit

(gentemp UGENER1C_CRAUC_GROWTH_ANALYSIS_SIMULATI(»4.")
'ife_applkation_xx nil
#[unic geDeric_crack_growtb_analysis_simulatioo ife_generic_domain]))

then
(add (tbe subtasks of ?activity is ?a_generic_crack_growth_analy$is_simulanon_acti\ity)))))

Figure 5.29. 11» rules that allocates and creates the crack growth analysis
simulation activity

»6K_CMWXJJR0WTIUMM.VSft.1

s0eac.cMCK.(ao«mi_Mw.vm_cA«j

»OKjCMCK.QR0«irTMJWM.V«i_«MUU1MM4

Figure 5.30. Tbe content of the application knowledge base after firing of
the object creation odes in Figures 5.26 through 5.29.
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Figure 5.31. The pop-up menu for choosing an analysis algorithm i.

Figure 5.32. Pop-up menu for choosing an appropri ate load-geometry
function.
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Figure 5.33. The menu, before completion, for specifying the load-
geometry functicn for a single elliptical quarter crack, in a hole,
m a three-dimensional plate.

Rgure 5.34. The menu, after completion, for specifying the load-geometry
function of a single elliptical quarter crack, in a hole, in a three-
dimensional plate.
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Rgure 5.36. Content of the application knowledge base when the load-
geometry function, including its state parameters, has been
created.

In addition, there are PERMISSIBILITY rules currently defined for the CAFE-

specific concepts related to the load-geometry function. Examples of permissibility

rules on different levels are presented in Figures 5.41 and 5.42. These rules show

examples of how the permissibility of single parameters or their relations can be

represented in rules. Permissibility rules can also be defined for evt»ry other activity

or object concept that includes the STATUS concept

30NTMUOUSSjtaaflATKNM
.FUNCTION I t

CWbK.IM0WTHJINAL

CAFCOONTMUOUVINTEOIMTIOM»

Figure 5.36. The crack growth analysis activity object structure after the
generic geometry model has been created.
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After the load-geometry function has been completed, it is time to model material

data in fracture mechanics tenninology. The system then asks the user, via the pop-

up menu shown in Figure 5.44, to provide the type of material that should be

modelled. In this case we want to model ALUMINIUM 3523-03 SHEET TL HHA,and

an appropriate material model is automatically generated including its parameters.

(changeto_coinplete_status_nik_gcggmaclOO

(?object is in class #[unit geDeric_crack_giowtl)_geomeiiy_model ife_generic_domain])
(?object is in class
#[unit: 3dim_with_single_quarter_eIIipäcal_coraer_crac± ife_geaeric_domain])
(therelated_otgectof ?objectis?a_specific_crack_growtb_geooieoy.model)
(?a_specific_aack_growth_geometxy_model is in class
#[unit specific_aack_growth_geometry_model ife_4generic_domain]))
(the state_parameters of ?object is ?a_geometnc_nmctioD)
(?a_geometric_funcäon is in class #[unit geometric_function ife_generic_domain]))
(thestatej3arameters<rf?objectis?a_ininor_crack_radius)
(?ajninoc_crack_radius is in class #[unic minor_crack_radius ife_generic_domain]))
(toe state_parametei$ of ?object is ?a_major_crack_radius)
(?a_major_crack_radius is in Ha« #[uniu major_crack_radius ife_generic_domain]))
(the state_parameters of ?object is ?a_hoie_radius)
(?a_bole_iadius is in class #[unit: hole_radius ife_genaic_domain]))
(thestate_parametersof?objectis?a_plate_thickness)
(?a_pjate_thickness is in class #[uu'L- plate.tfaickness ife_generic_domain]))
(thestate_parametersof?objeais?a_platc_widtfa)
(?a_plate_width is in class #[unic plate_width ife_generic_domain]))
(get_value_firom_uiv
'(uiv_aack_growth_ge<Mnetry_xnodel ife_genericjcnowledge) ?object))
(find (the status of ?a_plate_widtb is complete)

using (state_parameter_completeness_pi]es ife_rale_base))
(find (the status of ?a_plate_thickness is complete)

e_base))

((if

(and

(and

(and

(and

(and

(and

(and

(lisp

(ant!

(find (the status of ?a_bole_radius is complete)
using (state_pafameter_completeness_iules ife_rule_base))

(Citd (tbe status of ?a_major_crack_radius is complete)
using (state_patameter_completeness_iules ife_raJe_base))

(find (the status of ?ajminor_crack_iadius is complete)
using (stale_parameter_completeness_rules ife_jule_base))

(find (tbe status of ?a_geometric Junction is complete)
using (state_patame(er_completenes$_rules ife_mle_base))

(the status of ?a_specific_crack_growth_geometryjnodel is complete))
then
(change.to (tbe status of ?object is complete))))

Figure 5.37. Completeness rule for controlling instances of the crack growth
geometry model class 3DIM WITH SINGLE QUARTER -
ELLIPTICAL.CORNER CRACK. "
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(add_reUted_object_rule_scggmorclOO

((if (?object is in class #[uniu geDejK_crack_growth_geometty_model ife_generic_domain])
(?object is in class
#[unit 3dim_with_single_quarter_elliptical_corner_crack ife_generic_domain])

(cantiind
(find ((the ielated.object of ?object) is in class
#[unic cafe_3dim_with_single_quarter_elliptical_corner_crack ife_spedfic_domain])
using nojules))

(7ajspecifk_aack_giowth_gecnietry_nK)del =
(create.unit (gentemp
*t^^_3DIM_Wrm_SINGLE_QUARTER_ELLIFnCAL_CORNER_CRACK.")
'ife_application_xx nil
#[unit cafe_3dim_with_single_quarter_elliptical_con>er_crack ife_specific_domaiii]))
then
(the ielated_object of ?object is ?a_$pecific_ciack_growtb_geometiy_model))))

Figure 5.38. The rule that creates and allocates a CAFE-specific geometry
model to the generic model.

(add_state_panuneter_ni]e_gcggmocl20

((if (?object is in class #[unit generic_crack_growtnjteometryjtnodel ife_generic_domain])
(?object is in class
#[unic 3dim_with_single_quarter_elliptical_comer_crack ife_generic_domain])

(cantfind
(find ((the stat£_parameiCTS of ?object) is in class
#[unit minor_crack_radius ife_generic_dwnain]) using nojules))

(?ajninor_ctack_radius = (create.unit (gentemp "MINOR_CRACK_RADIUS.*')
'ife_applicatk»_xx nil #[umt minor_crack_radius ife_generic_domain]))
then
(add (the state_parameters of ?objea is ?a_minor_crack_radius)))))

Figure 5.39. The rule that creates and allocates the minor crack radius state
parameter to the geometry model.

(ctaangeto_compfete_statas_role_gniicroclOO

((if (?object is in class #[unit minor_crack_radius ife_generic_domain])
(and (tberelated_objertof?objeais?a_specific_state4)arameter)

(?a_specific_state_parameier is in class
#[unit: specific_state_parameterife_generic_domain]))

(find (the value of ?object is ?a_value) ask)
(the status of ?a_spedfic_state_patameter is complete)
then
(cnange.to (the status of ?object is complete)))))

Figure 5.40. The rt'le that controls the completeness of the minor crack
radius state parameter.
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(add_related_object_rule_smicroclOQ

((If (?object is in class #[unic miDor_crack_radius ife_generic_domain])
(cantfind (find ((the related.object of ?object) is in class

#[unic cafe_mmor_aack_radius ife_$pedfic_domain]) using noniles))
(?a_specific_minor_crac±_radius =
(creaie.unit (gememp -CAFE_MINOR_CRACK_RADIUS.")
'ife_applicatkm_xx nil #[unit cafe_miDor_crack_radius ife_spetific_domain]))
then
(tbc related.object of ?objea is ?a_spetific_miiior_aackjadius))))

Figure 5.41. The runs that creates and allocates the related state parameter
to the mina rrack radius.

The load model is the last part that should be included in the crack growth analysis

model. Because of the choice of the CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION algorithm earlier,

the system knows that a load spectrum should be modelled, and therefore produces

a pop-up menu with the load spectra available, shown in Figure S.4S. Using the

choice of load spectrum returned by that menu, a load spectrum model is generated.

Figure 5.46 presents the completion of the load spectrum model with a value of

130.0 MPa for the CRITICAL STRESS LEVEL state parameter, which the user is

prompted for.

We now have a complete description of an instance of a crack growth analysis tuned

for the CAFE program, illustrated in Figure S.47, besides the computing-related

concepts. In Figure 5.47, we can see the structure of this model where generic and

CAFE-specific descriptions are connected on several levels.

When the structural design-related conceptual structure has been built up within the

CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS MODELLING ACTIVITY, the simulation activity starts.

This includes an allocation of the appropriate program, analysis case, and a creation

and allocation of a SOFTWARE PROCESSING activity according to the rule in Figure

5.48. The software processing activity is responsible for the execution of the

application program including processing of data and result files. Its control is

governed by the rule shown in Figure 5.49, which allocates a tool, creates and

allocates a software process object, creates and allocates data and result files, and

executes the program. The software process object describes, down to the level of

single commands, the structure of a specific usage of the application program from

process parts, and command sets. In Figure 5.49, the complete structure of the

computing related concepts for our analysis is shown. This structure is then used by

an over-loaded method that generates the data file shown in Figure 5.50. The

conclusion part of the rule in Figure 5.51 includes a message to the PROCESS

method of the application program object that starts the processing.
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(clungeto_permisabfc_statiis_rule_scggmoplOO

((if (?object is in class #[unit cafe_aack_growth_geometry_mo(lel ife_spedfic_domain])
(?object is in class
#[unic cafe_3<nm_with_singk_quaiter_elliptical_conier_crack ife_specific_domain])

(and (the state .parameters of ?object is ?a_specific_geometrk_function)
(?a_specifK^eometrk:Junction is in class
#[unit: cafe_3dim_ninction_wi!b_&ingle_qaaiterjeUiptical_conier_aack
ife_specific_domain]))

(and (thesöte_parameters(rf?ob^is?a_specifk:_minor_craci_radius)
(?a_specific.minor_ciack_iadiiis is in class
#[unic cafe_minor_crack_radius ife_spedfic_domain]))

(and (the state_parameters of ?objectis?a_specific_aiajtr nar*- .radius)
(?a^specific_major_<?ack_radius is in class
#[unit cafe_major_crack_radius ife specific, oomr ]))

(and (thestatejarametersof ?objectis'4^peci> _bok tdi
(?a_specific_nole_radiusisinclass#[uiät:cafe_iK _r> . .$pecific_dcmain]))

(and (the state_parameters of ?object is ?a_specific_plaie thickness.)
(?a_specific_plate_thickDess is in class
#[unit cafe_plate_thickne$s ife_specific_domain]))

(and (tbe statejparametas of ?object is ?a_specific_plate_width)
(?a_specific_platc_width is in class #[unic cafe_plate_wjdth ife_specific_domain]))

(and (find (tbe status of ?a_specific_piate_width is permissible)
using (staie_parameter_pennissible_niks ife_rule_base))

(find (the status of ?a_specific_plate_thkkness is permissible)
using (state_parameter_pamissible_niles ife_rule_base))

(find (the status of ?a_specific_bole_radius is permissible)
using (state_parameter_pennissiblejTiles ife jule_base))

(find (the status of ?a_spedfic_major_aack_radius is permissible)
using (state_parameter_pennissible_rules ife_rule_base))

(find (the status of ?a_specific_minor_crack_radius is permissible)
using (state_parameter_pe*.Jissible_rules ife_rule_base))

(find (tbe status of ?a_specific_geometric_functioo is permissible)
using (state_parametff_pennissible_rules ife_rule_base)))

(and (tbe value of ?a_specifk_minor_crack jadius is ?c)
(the value of ?a_specific_inajor_crack_radius is ?a)
(tbe value of ?a_specific_hole_radius is ?r)
(tbe value of ?a_specific_plate_thickness is ?t)
(the value of ?a_specific_plate_width is ?b)
(?alfa=1.8)
(lisp (<= 0.2 (/ ?a ?c)))
(lisp (<= (/ ?a ?c) 2.0))
(Usp (<= 0.5 (/ ?r ?t)))
(lisp (<= (/ ?f ?t) 2.0))
(lisp (< (/ (+ ?r ?c) ?b) 0.5))

(or (and (lisp (< (/ ?a ?t) 1.0)) (lisp (« ?alfa 0.0)))
(and (lisp (< (/ ?a ?t) 0.8)) (lisp (> ?alfa 0.0)))))

then
(cnange.to (tbe status of ?object is permissible)))))

Figure 5.42. The permissibility rule for a CAFE-spccific class of geometry
models.
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As mentioned earlier, the evaluation part of the analysis is currently not implemented

in the prototype system. This includes a filtering of the result file and a synthesis of

these results on the design level to make it possible to start the next step in the

damage tolerance design. An integration of the evaluation phase can be made

straight-forward in the existing framework.

(add_pennissibfe_<tettis_ruk_sinkroplOO

((if (?object is in class #[unic cafe_miDor_ciack_iadius ite_spedfk_domain])
(find
(and (the value of ?object is ?a_value)

(lisp (> ?a_value 0.0))))
then
(add (the status of ?object is permissible)))))

Figure 5.43. The permissibility r- W for a CAFE-specific state parameter
class cafe minor CT.I radius.

Figure 5.44. The pop-up menu for the choice of material to be modelled.
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Figure 5.45. Choice of load-spectrum through pop-up menu.

•I mmjmmca& n so i» n ^ n m . MM» Miu m * «#f«

Figure 5.46. Specification of the critical stress level by textual interaction.
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Figure 5.47. Structure of the complete crack growth analysis model before
completion with computing-related concepts.



Currently the evaluation follows the original and manual process when using the

CAFE program. In our case the initial crack has not become critical m the first

phase, which means that another analysis phase must be carried out Phase two

should then be modelled as a single-sided crack in ? . Ac, as illustrated in "case IT'

in Figure 5.5. In this case, the initial crack lenp* /ill become the smallest radius

from the final state in the previous phase v,; i\ <s 2.438 mm. We then follow the

same modelling, simulation, and evaluation process again. It turns out that our crack

becomes critical during this phase ri r .sngth of 11.363 mm. These results are then

used as the basis for choosip,, a appropriate service scheme for the design

component, and the damage • >?ance design is reported in the form presented in

Figure 3.10.

Finally, the structure of our complete concept structure for a single crack growth

analysis activity is a combination of the structures in Figures 5.47 and 5.49. These

two structures are related on several levels, e.g. there is a relation between the crack

growth simulation and the software processing activities. If the activity is carried out

successfully, we end up with a fully complete model. Examples of a few complete

objects are presented in Figures 5.52 through 5.54.

(changeto_compfete_stotas_mIe_gcgasaclOO

((if (?activity is in class

#[unit; generic_crack_^rowth_analysis_simulation ife_generic_domain])
(and (the tools of ?activity is ?a_tool)

(?a_tool is in class #[unit fracture_mecbanics_software ife_generic_domain]))
(and (tberelated_objectof ?activity is ?a_generic_crack_growtb_analysis_case)

(?a_genmc_crack_growth_analysis_case is in class
#[unit: generic_cxack_growth_analysis_case ife_generic_domam])
(find

vthe status of ?a_generic_crack_growih_analysis_case is complete)
using
(crack_growtb_aaalysis_case_compleieDess_niles ifejrulejxa&e»)

(and (the subtasks of ?activity is ?a_software_processing_activity)
(?a_software_processing_activity is in class
#[unic software_processing ife_generic_domain])
(find

(the status of ?a_software_processing_activity is complete)
using
(softwarejDrocessing_completeness_rules ife_rule_base)))

then
(change.to (the status of ?activity is complete)))))

Figure 5.48. The completeness rule that controls the crack growth analysis
simulation activity.
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(changeto_complete_status_rule_gspaclOO

((if (?activity is in class #[unit: software jmxessing ife_generic_domain])
(and

(the tools of ?activity is ?a_tool)
(?a_tool is in class #[unit external_software ife_generic_domain]))

(and
(the related_object of ?activity is ?a_software_process)
(?a_software_process is in class #[unit software_process ife_generic_domain])
(find (the status of ?a_software_process is complete)

using (software_process_completeness_rules ife_nile_base)))
(find
(and

(the ielated_data_file of ?a_software_process is ?data_file)
(the related_result_file of ?a_software_process is ?result_file))
using nojules)

then
(unitmsg ?a_tool 'process! ?data_file ?rcsult_fik)
(change.to (the status of ?activity is complete»)))

Figure 5.50. The completeness rule that controls the software processing
activity.

DEFINE CRACK A 1 . 2 7 9 . 9
HEADER
HEAD1 A test exaople of a Gengin««r - CAFE execution.
EXIT
GEOMETRY
CLIB 3DIK_336(A 1.27 15.6 2.5 3.6 9.9 Y1)
EXIT
MATERIAL
MLIB 3523_e3_SHEET_TU_HHAjDAD«
M.IB 3523JB3_SHEET_TU-HHA?KC
EXIT
SPECTRUM
SPECTWtf SPECTRUM. 1 = wrba .r fc
EXIT
REST!
GEOMETRY • Y1
THICKNESS * 3 .0
STRESS s 136.0
ROT
EXIT
GROW
GEOMETRY * Y1
AIBITIAL = 1.27
SPECTRUM = SPECTRUM. 1
ROT
EXIT
STOP

'ws .^r i s -node . e l c . . .done

Figure 5.51. The complete data file for the crack growth analysis activity.
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Figure 5.52. The generic analysis case object after completion.
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OOMPLETBCnjUB » H J«t f J M K

LOCT
.VALUB

OVBMDC.VALUBi ^ ^
R.CRMK.17
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ftÉ». WATE1WTMJ4. PtOTf.THOMWJ». MOUJMWW
OH»«lTHCJlMCnaNM ^ ^

KJIABWJ1. WWW OlACKJMMIUi.

OmiMt STATW toM WIT»
« — LVALUtt

.17

OVHMRf .VAUBf

Figure 5.53. The generic geometry model object after completion.
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(Outputi The MINORCRACf* RADIUS .

Mt MNMjCHACK RAWUS.» m
t-rt-n IMMO

<•*-»«» 1241:06

^APPLICATION XX Mouledge B«e

tBtRJWPUCATION.XX

OM ikc COMMENT ten OBJECT
.VALUES

Qndct COMPLETENESSJKUS fmOBJECT
ftli • • ! ! OVEHMM.VALUES
ratMebn-'OOMnfTBCSSJIULES »FEJWLE.BASE
nh«COMKETENESS..RULES mFE_RULE_BAK

Qratke NAME taaOBJECT
VAUJES

OmilUt RELATED OBJECT tmMWOR CRACKJ
OVERMDE.VALUES

amdoc STATE PARAMETERS tan OBJECT
OVERDBf.VALUES

• n i l * STATUS taMMOR.CMCKJMDIIISM
OVEHRBE.VAUIES

Oradtt SUBOBJECTS taaOBJECT
OVERMM.VALUES

Omiilac VALUE tanMMOR.CAACK RADUS.2I
/U<rMK<. OVEDMK.VALUES
U i O n . FLOAT

Rgure 5.54. The minor crack radius object after completion.

5.7.2 A Standard CAFE Session

The same example is then carried out in the standard CAFE environment The

modelling phase is then accomplished by editing a text file by a standard editor as

illustrated in Figure S.SS. When the input file is prepared, the program can be

executed from a standard command shell by the command:

>cafe <return>.

The input file can also include commands for the production of certain graphical

plots. This is, however, currently not supported in the prototype system. Results

from the analysis are generated on a default output file, c a f e . out. Evaluation is

made manually, in the same manner as described earlier. Further, this process is

repeated for the second analysis step. It is also possible to represent several analysis

steps in one input file, which will be executed in a sequence. The evaluation phase is

currently not included in the prototype system.
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MATE
MLIB 3523je3_SHEETjTUJfflAjPAIBI
MLIB 3523_e3_SHEET_JU_HHA;KC
EXIT

SPEC
SPEC WHBM=*rrbn.rfe
EXIT

DEF CRACK k 1 . 2 ? 2 . 9 9

GECM
SLIB 3DIH_338(

7ÉV

~Y ure 5.55. Preparation of input file using a standard editor.

5.' .3 Comparison of GENGINEER and CAFE

' FE includes several checks for parameter value consistency, for instance those

u cribed earlier as permissibility rules. Those checks are, however, hard-coded into

tiv program and thus not easily inspected, updated or exchanged. Further, the

or filial use of the CAFE program requires that the user remembers command

iu ies, structure of input, and possible combinations and control of CAFE-modules.

By a more problem-oriented interface, the amount of text based support in forms of

manuals, design guidelines, etc. can be reduced. However, the GENGINEER

interface is more of a development interface and still lacks much of the functionality

in order to reach end-user status.

The declarative representation makes it easier, compared to CAFE, to extend the

functionality of GENGINEER with design knowledge, e.g. in form of rules. The

more explicit representation of structure and control in the prototype system can

also be used, on several levels, to implement extended problem-solving capabilities

of the CAFE program and to increase the quality and efficiency of its usage.
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A declarative representation is also automatically a documentation of the work

carried out within the system and can be used as basic structure for generation of

design documentation.

More aspects of using knowledge-based techniques for developing software

systems for structural design and analysis is presented in Section 6.
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6
6 Closure

6.1 Discussion
A knowledge-based prototype system for damage tolerance design of aircraft

structures has been developed in die KEE knowledge engineering environment It

consists of nearly 1000 frame-based objects about 400 of which are rules. The

system works as an intelligent front end to a fracture mechanics program package,

CAFE. Its current functionality mainly covers the modelling and simulation phase

lacking a detailed implementation of the evaluation phase. By interactive menu-

driven usage, a product model of a damage tolerance analysis, consisting of about

70 frame objects is automatically created and its interaction with the CAFE program

is controlled, using a declarative representation of both structure and process. By

means of completeness and permissibility rules, and a status attribute for objects

and activities, the existence, permissibility, and completeness of both objects and

activities can be controlled. A comparison of the interaction with the prototype

system GENGINEER and CAFE is provided in Figure 6.1.

1.27 TS.6 2.5 3.» B.9 « )

Figure 6.1. Comparison of the user interaction between the conventional
CAFE program and the prototype system.

Even if the prototype ,<vstem is not fully complete, the chosen approach seems to

work well for refurbishing older programs. The use of existing programs for
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numerical calculations results in extra complexity of the system since parallel

problem descriptions are needed. This could, however, be avoided if the aim is a

dedicated front end. If the techniques of declarative representation of domain

knowledge and coupling of symbolic and numeric computing should be used in

developing new software for structural design and analysis, the full potential of

these techniques could be exploited.

The knowledge engineering tool, KEE, used in this work, has a quite powerful

graphical interface for specification, presentation and debugging. For instance, it

permits a graphical specification of class and rule taxonomies and generates codes

for these objects automatically. This possibility is nearly a necessity for keeping

track of large collections of structured objects. The graphical presentation of these

conceptual structures is also of great help in understanding the relationships of a

problem domain.

However, despite the positive experiences in using KEE for this prototype

development, a development of a commercial version of these types of applications

should probably be made by means of more standardised tools to obtain an efficient

integration with the normal computing environment, as in this case at Saab.

6.2 Conclusions
Conclusions from this work can cover several different aspects which reflect the

experiences made. These experiences may vary from very general to very specific

and it has been chosen to present a representable collection of both parts in this

section.

Specific conceptual models have been presented for representing structure and

process of objects and activities in a structural design and analysis domain. These

ideas along with the domain-oriented and rule-based control of existence,

permissibility, and completeness, points out the leverage in declarative knowledge

representation within this domain. The domain representation also outlines a

generalisation of these conceptual models to include other parts of structural design

and analysis. Used appropriately, a declarative knowledge representation preserves

information better, is more problem-oriented and is more change tolerant than

procedural representations. These advantages are gained in exchange of execution

efficiency. Nevertheless, this will probably result in an increasing global efficiency

of the development, maintenance and usage of the computing system in addition to

an increasing system lifetime. A coupling of symbolic and numeric computation



also extends the problem-solving capabilities of structural design and analysis, in

that the possibilities to describe domain knowledge increases.

The chosen strategy of designing an intelligent front end also seems to hold. Use of

this technique can result in a softer and less expensive technology change in

industry since old programs can be refurbished. The leverage will probably be even

greater when complete systems are designed along similar guidelines, the

knowledge structure itself is accessed instead of using cryptic commands, and file-

based interfaces are replaced by data bases and domain dependent access languages.

Generally, the work of analysis and systematisation of structural design and

analysis knowledge is a very important part in this type of research and must be

seen as an iterative and incremental process for continuous improvement of domain

models. However, it is important to note that this is not the same as to say that the

current state of modelling is useless. Another experience from this work is the

importance of graphical tools to support the analysis, design and implementation

process. The ability to present a conceptual model graphically and manipulate it is

extremely valuable in a development situation.

It is the author's opinion that the integration of symbolic and numeric computing is

not only useful but also a necessity in future computing systems for structural

design and analysis. The continuous evolution and maturing of knowledge-based

and related techniques will facilitate this process. An implicit support for these ideas

is also provided in efforts as the International Standard ISO10303 - Product Data

Representation and Exchange, ISO [22], and various strategic development projects

in industry exemplified at Saab by Holmberg and Sjöström [74].

6.3 Future Perspective
For the specific prototype system there are several obvious tasks for further

development Besides an integration of more parts of the CAFE program to get a

complete system, the user interface needs further development in order to follow the

execution process more efficiently. A further development of this prototype for J

commercial use would also probably gain on a re-implementation in a more f

standardised environment including for instance an object-oriented data base. There |

is also a great potential to include more structural design knowledge, where for

instance development of new modules in CAFE, made at Saab, could be expressed ;

more simply with a rule set
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f.
In general the systematisation of knowledge in structural design and analysis is an

important research area and the application of knowledge-based and related

techniques for other subfields of structural design and analysis seem to have great

potential. A continuous development of methods and tools for knowledge analysis

and representation, such as object-oriented analysis and object-oriented data bases,

will also facilitate the research and development of computing system for structural

design and analysis.
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APPENDIX A
Condensed views of GENGINEER
Knowledge Bases

Figure A1. The activity part of the IFE_GENERIC_DOMAIN knowledge base.
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Figure A2. A simplified view of the object part of the knowledge base
IFE_ÖENERIC_DOMAIK
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Figure A3. A simplified view of the knowledge base IFE_SPECIFIC_DOMAIN
including the Structural Design part.
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Figure A4. Continuation of the simplified view of the IFE_SPECIFIC_DOMAIN
knowledge base inckjding the Computing part.
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Figure A6. A simplified view of the UIMS class structure.



APPENDIX B

Definition of Common Terminology

activity ru, pi .ties.

1. the state or quality of being active.
3. any specific deed, action, pursuit, etc.: recreational activities.

algorithm n.

1. a logical arithmetical or computational procedure that if correctly applied ensures the
solution to die problem. Compare heuristic.

2. Logic, maths, a recursive procedure whereby an infinite sequence of terms can be generated.
-Also called: algorism.

analysis ft., pi. -ses

1. the division of a pbysical or abstract whole into its constituent parts to example or
determine their relationship or value. Compare synthesis (sense 1).

2. a statement of the results of this.

artificial adj.

1. produced by man; not occurring naturally: artificial materials of great strength.
2. made in imitation of a natural product, esp. as a substitute; not genuine: artificial cream.
3. pretended; assumed; insincere: an artificial manner.
4. lacking of spontaneity; affected: an artificial laugh.
5. Biology, relating to superficial characteristics not based on the interrelationships of

organisms: an artificial classification.

artificial intelligence n.

the technique or skill of making a machm^ $ocb as a computer or robot function as if it
possessed human powers of reasoning. Abbrev.: AI.

behaviour or U.S. behavior n.

1. manner of behaving or conducting oneself.
2> on one's b a t behaviour, behaving with careful good manners.
3. Psychol.

a) the aggregate of all the responses made by an organism in any situation.
b) a specific response of a certain organism to a specific stimulus or group of stimuli.

1 Extract from "Collins Dictionary of the English Language", second edition, 1986.
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4. the action, reaction, or functioning of a macåiine, chemical substance, etc., under normal or
specified circumstances.

class n.

1. a collection or division of people or things sharing a common characteristics, attribute,
quality, or property.

complete adj.

1. liaving every necessary part or element; entire.
2. ended: finished.
5. (of a logical system) constituted such that a contradiction arises on the addition of any

proposition that cannot be deduced from the axioms of the system. Conpare consistent
(sense 4).

consistent adj.

1. showing consistency; not self contradictory.
4. Maths, (of two or more equations) satisfied by at least one common set of values of the

variables: x+y = 4 andx -y=2 are consistent.
5. Logic.

a. (of a set of statements) capable of all being true at the same time or under the same
interpretation.
b. (of a formal system) not permitting the deduction of a contradiction from the axioms.
Compare complete (sense 5.)

conceptn.

1. an idea, esp. an abstract idea: the concepts of biology.
2. Philosophy, a general idea or notion that corresponds to some class of entities and that

rrmtiat of ttu» rhyytfrifffr fy fffffE"! featiifif* nf the rla«

A Philosophy.
a. the conjunction of all the characteristic features of something.
b. a theoretical construct within y f - theory.
c. a directly intuited object of thought
d. the meaning of a predicate.

d a t a n .

1. a series ofobservations, measurements, or facts; information.
2. Also called: information. Computer technol. the information operated on by a computer

program.
Usage. Although now generally used as a singular noun, data is properly a plural

data base n.

a systematised collection of data that can be accessed immediately and manipulated by a data-
processing system for a specific purpose.
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datum n., pL -ta

1. a single piece of information; fact

Z a proposition taken for granted as unquestionable often in order to construct some

theoretical framework upon it; a given.

declaration n.

1. an explicit or emphatic statemenL

Z a fonnal statement or am»<mcement;proclainatioo.

3. me act of declaring.

declarative adj.

1. making or having the nature of a declaration.

domain n.

X a field or scope of knowledge or activity.

& Logic, another term for universe of discourse (esp. in the phrase domain of

quantification).

9. Philosophy, range of significance (esp. in the phrase domain of definition).

evaluate vb. (tr.)

1. to ascertain or set the amount or value of.

Z tojudge or assess the worth of; appraise.

3. Maths., logic, to determine the unique member of the range of a function corresponding to

a given member of its domain.

experience n.

1. direct personal participation or observation; actual knowledge or contact: experience of

prison life.

Z a particular incident, feeling eic.t that a person has undergone: an experience to remember.

3. accumulated knowledge, esp. of practical matters: a mm of experience.

5. Philosophy.

a) the content of a perception regarded as independent of whether the apparent object

actually exists. Compare sense datum.

b) the faculty by which a person acquires knowledge of contingent facts about the world, as

contrasted with reason.

c) the totality of a persons perceptions, feelings, and memories.

expertn.

1. a person who has extensive skill or knowledge in a particular field.

expertisen.

special skill, knowledge, or judgement; expermess.
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expert system n.

a computer program that can o£fer intelligent advice or make intelligent decisions using rale-
based programs.

factn.

1. an event or thing known to have happened or existed.
2. a truth verifiable firm experience or observation.
3. a piece of information: get me all the facts of this case.
5. Philosophy, a proposition that may be either true or false, as contrasted with an evaluative

statement.

faculty n., pi -ties

1. one of the inherent powers of the mind or body, such as reason, memory, sight, or hearing.
2. an ability or power, whether acquired or inherent
3. a conferred power of right.

formal adj.

1. of, according to, or following established or prescribed forms, conventions, etc.: a formal
document.

2. characterised by observation of conventional forms of ceremony, behaviour, dress, etc.: a
formal dinner.

3. methodical, precise, or stiff.
& acquired by study in academic institutions: a formal education.
7. regular or symmetrical in form: a formal garden.
8L o f o r relating to the appearance, form, etc . , o f something as dist inguished from its substance.
9. logically deductive: formal proof.
10. Philosophy.

a) of or relating to form as opposed to matter or content
b) pertaining to the essence or nature of something: formal cause.
c) (in the writings of Descartes) pertaining to the correspondence between an image or idea
and its object
d) being in the formal mode.

function n.

1. me natural action or intended purpose of a person or a thing ina specific role: the function
of a hammer is to hit nails into wood.

1 a factor dependent upon another or other factors: the length of the flight is a function of the
weather.

4. Maths, logic, a relation between two sets mat associates a unique element (the value) of
the second (the range) with each element (the argument) of the first (the domain): a many-
one relation. Symbol: f(x) The value of f(x) for x = 2 is f(2). Also called: map, mapping.

d:o -vb. (intr.)

5. to operate or perform as specified; work properly.
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6. (foil, by as) to perform the action or role (of something or someone else): a coin may
function as a screwdriver.

heuristic adj.

1. helping to team; guiding in discovery or investigation.
2. (of a method of teaching) allowing pupils to kam things for themselves
3. a) Maths, science, philosophy, using or obtained by exploration of possibilities rather by

following set rules.
b) Computer technol. denoting a rule of thumb for solving a problem without the
exhaustive application of an algorithm: a heuristic solution.

d:o. -n.

4. (pL) tbe science of heuristic procedure

heuristics n. {functioning as sing.)

Maths, logic, a method or set of rules for solving problems other than by algorithm. See also
algorithm (sense 1), artificial intelligence.

hierarchy n., pi. -chies.
i

1. a system of persons or things arranged in graded order. !
4 a series of ordered groupings within a system, such as the arrangement of plants and

animals into classes, orders, families, etc.
5. Linguistics, etc. a formal structure, usually represented by a diagram of connected nodes,

with a single uppermost element Compare ordering, heterarchy, tree (sense 6).

infer vb. -fers, •ferring, -ferred. (when tr., may take a clause as a object)

1. to conclude (a state of affairs, supposition, etc.) by reasoning from evidence; deduce. '
2. (tr.) to have or lead to as a necessary or logical consequence; indicate.
3. (tr.) to hint or imply.
Usage. Tbe use of infer in the sense of imply often occurs in both speech and writing but is
avoided by all careful speakers and writers in English.

inference n.

L tbe act or process of inferring.
2. ao inferred conclusion, deduction, etc.
3. any process of reasoning from premises to a conclusion.
4. Logic, the specific mode of reasoning used. See also deduction (sense 4), induction

(sense 4).

inferendng n.

Psycholinguistics. tbe practice of inferring the meaning of an unfamiliar word or expression from
tbe meaning of familiar words occurring with it in a context together with one's knowledge of or
beliefs about tbe world.
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information n.

1. knowledge acquired through experience or study.
2. knowledge of specific and timely events or situations; news.
X tbe act of informing or the condition of being informed.
6. Computer technol.

a) tbe meaning given to data by the way in which it is interpreted.
b) another word for data (sense 2).

instance/ ! .

1. a case or particular example.
5. Logic.

a. an expression derived from another by instantiation.
b. See smbritution (sense 4b).

instantiate vb. (tr.)

to represent by an instance.

intel l igence n.

1. tbe capacity for understanding; ability to perceive and comprehend meaning.
X good mental capacity: a person of intelligence.
3. Old-fashioned, news; information.

intel l igent knowledge-based system n.

a computer system in which tbe properties of a data base and an expen system are combined to
enable tbe system to store and process data and make deductions from stored data. Abbrev.:
KBS.

interactive adj.

1. allowing or relating to continuous two-way transfer of information between a user and tbe
central point of a communication system, such as a computer or television.

2. (of two or more persons, forces, etc.) acting upon or in close relation with each other,

interrelate vb.

to place in or come into a mutual or reciprocal relationship.
—interrelation n. —interrclatioof hip n.

knowledge n.

1. the facts, feelings or experiences known by a person or group of people.
2. tbe state of knowing.
3. awareness, consciousness, or familiarity gained by experience or learning.
4. erudition or informed learning.
5. specific information about a subject
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7. cone to one's knowledge to become known to one.

& to my knowledge.

a) as I understand it.

b) as I know.

knowledge-based expert system n.

See expert system and inUUigetit knowledge-based system.

knowledge-based system n.

See expert system and intelligent knowledge-based system.

knowledge system n.

See expert system and intelligent knowledge-based system.

object n.

1. a tangible and visible thing.

5. Philosophy.

that towards which cognition is directed, as contrasted with tbe thinking subject; anything

regarded as external to the mind, esp. in the external world.

See expert system and intelligent knowledge-based system.

permissible adj.

pennitted; allowable.

—permissibility n. —permissibly adv.

proceduren.

1. awayofactmg or progressing in a course of action, esp. an established method.

2. the establisbed mode or form of conducting tbe business of a legislature, tbe enforcement of

a legal right, etc.

3. Computer teekmoL another name for subroutine,

—procedural adj. —procedurauy adv.

process n.

1. a series of actions mat produce a change of development: the process of digestion. t

2. a method of doing or producing something. ]

i. a forward movement I

4. the course of time. ;

5. a) a summons, writ, etc., commanding a person to appear in court,

b) tbe whole proceedings in an action of law.

6. a natural outgrowth or projection of a part, organ, or organism.

7. a distinct subtask of a computer system which can be regarded as proceeding in parallel

with other subtasks of tbe system.

& (modifier) relating to tbe general preparation of a printing form or plate by tbe use, at some

stage, of photography
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9. (modifier) denoting a film, film scene, shot, etc., made by techniques that produce unusual

optical effects.

d:o. ~vfc. (tr.).

10L to subject to a routine procedure; handle.

11. to treat or prepare by a special method, esp. to treat (food) in order to preserve i t to

process cheese.

14. Computer technoL to perform mathematical and logical operations on (data) according to

programmed instructions in order to obtain the required information.

15. to prepare (food) using a food processor.

relation n.

1. the state or condition of being related or the manner in which things are related.

4. reference or regard (esp. in the phrase in or with relation to).

5. the position, association, connection, or status of one person or thing with regard to another

or others.

6. the act of relating or narrating.

7. an account or narrative.

10. Logic, maths.

a) an association between ordered pairs of objects, numbers, etc., such as... is greater than

b) the set of ordered pairs whose members have such an association.

11. Philosophy.

a) internal relation, a relation that necessarily holds between its relata, as4 is greater than

2

b) external relation, a relation that does not so hold. -See also relations.

relational adj.

1. Grammar, indicating or expressing syntactic relation, as for example the case endings in

Latin.

2. having relation or being related.

relations/?/, n.

1. social, political, or personal connections or dealings between or among individuals, groups,

nations, etc.: to enjoy good relations.

relationship n.

1. the state of being connected or related.

5. logic, maths, another name for relation (sense 10).

relatum ru, pi -ta.

Logic, one of the objects between which a relation is said to hold.

status n., pi -tuses
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2. the relative position or standing of a person or thing.

structure n.

1. a complex construction or entity.
2. the arrangement and interrelationship of parts in a construction, such as a building.
3. the manner of construction or organisation: the structure of society.

4. Biology, morphology; form.
5. Chem. tbe arrangement of atoms in a molecule of a chemical compound: the structure of

benzene.

6. Geology, tbe way in which a mineral, rock, rock mass or stratum, etc., is made up of its
component parts.

7. Now rare, the act of constructing.

d :o . ~vb.

&. (tr.) to impart a structure to.

substitution n.

1. the act of substituting or state of being substituted.
2. something or someone substituted.
3. Maths, the replacement of a term of an equation by another that is known to have tbe same

value in order to simplify tbe equation.
4. Maths, logic.

a. tbe uniform replacement of one expression with another.
b. substitution instance, an expression so derived from another.

symbol n.

1. something thai represents or stands for something else, usually by convention or

association, esp. a material object used to represent something abstract
2. an object, person, idea, etc., used in a literary work, film, etc., to stand for or suggest

something else with which it is associated either explicitly or in some more subtle way.

3. a letter, figure, or sign used in mathematics, science, music, etc. to represent a quantity,
phenomenon, operation, function, etc.

symbolic or symbolical adj.

1. of or relating to a symbol or symbols.
2. serving as a symbol.

3. characterised by the use of symbols or symbolism.

synthesis n., pi. -ses.

1. the process of combining objects or ideas into a complex whole. Compare analysis.
Z tbe combination or whole produced by such a process.
4. Linguistics, the use of inflections rather than word order and function words to express tbe

syntactic relations in a language. Compare analysis (sense S).
& Philosophy.
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a) (in writings of Kant) tbe unification of one concept with another not contained in it

Compare analysis (sense 7).

b) tbe final stage in tbe Hegelian dialectic, that resolves the contradiction between thesis

and antithesis.

synthesize, synthetize or synthesise, synthetise vb.

1. to combine or cause to combine into a whole.

2. (tr.) to produce by synthesis.

system n.

1. a group or combination of interrelated, interdependent, or interacting elements forming a

collective entity; a methodical or coordinated assemblage of parts, facts, concepts, etc.: a

system of currency; the Copernican system.

2. any scheme of classification or arrangement: a chronological system.

3. a network of communications, transportation, or distribution.

4. a method or complex of methods: he hasa perfect system of roulette.

5. orderliness; an ordered manner.

6. the system, (often cap.) society seen as an environment exploiting, restricting, and

repressing individuals.

7. an organism considered as a functioning entity.

10. any assembly of electronic, electrical, or mechanical components with interdependent

functions, usually forming a self-contained unit: a brake system.

11. a group of celestial bodies that are associated as a result of natural laws, esp. gravitational

attraction: the solar system.

13. a point of view or doctrine used to interpret a branch of knowledge.

taxonomy n.

1.

a. a branch of biology concerned with the classification of organisms into groups based on

similarities of structure, origin, etc.

b. the practice of arranging organisms in this way.

2. the scitTKT or practice of classification.
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